ARE YOU PERFECT - ??? SNEER! SNEER! SNEER!

Reading "LOU GRIEVES" Papers - I was forced to remember the Dilemma a Christian is in. And too many do not know how to answer the Question. "DO YOU THINK YOU ARE BETTER THAN WE ARE - ???"

LET US SUPPOSE THAT WE ARE EQUAL - AS THE WORLD TEACHES.

THE SOP speaks of a coming "CRISIS!" It speaks of this many Times. And just before that - between WISE and FOOLISH - there is seen "NO DIFFERENCE!" Then what made the Difference?

HERE IS THE KEY TO THE WHOLE MATTER

AND A KEY-STATEMENT. "SANCTIFICATION (and CHARACTER-BUILDING) is the "WORK" of a "LIFETIME." Now suppose that is True. Then dare any of us say we are "PERFECT" - ??? Let me shout it from the House-Tops - If I was PERFECT - if I was "SAVED!" - THEN THAT STATEMENT WOULD NOT BE TRUE! Then I would have made it - "BEFORE" the "LIFETIME!" I would be SUPERIOR than it is POSSIBLE to be - for PERFECTION - SANCTIFICATION - CHARACTER-BUILDING is the "WORK" of a "LIFETIME" - in other words - if You have a Job to do - BUILDING A HOUSE - CUTTING A FIELD OF GRAIN - BUILDING A DAM - no matter what it is - if you have just only STARTED - have not even become SKILLED or ACQUAINTED with the TOOLS - are still LEARNING how to do it - do you yell out that it is all DONE - Like the NEW THEOLOGY ADVOCATES and the "NEW AGE" FANATICS SAY - "DONE! SON, DONE!" Or at the BILLY GRAHAM and JIMMY SWAGGART (BRAGGART) Meetings - "I AM SAVED!"

WELL, THANK YOU FOR TELLING US! WE DID NOT KNOW!

WE DID NOT SEE IT! Making EXAGGERATED CLAIMS is either FANATICISM - IMPULSE - EMOTIONALISM - or even a MENTAL CASE. What is known as "UNRELATED TO REALITY." FOR THE REALITY IS - coming back to our Text - What we are talking about - "...is the "WORK!" of a "LIFETIME!" PP 223. MATT. 25:20,21.

(CONTINUED ON INSIDE BACK COVER)
"NO DIFFERENCE - ???"
"WE ARE ALL THE SAME-???"

IT'S TIME TO HIT THEM - !!!
AND HIT THEM HARD - !!!

Any person, Man or Woman - Boy or Girl - anything above an Animal - would/should be interested in "COMPARATIVE RELIGIONS." Unless a MORON throws up his hands and avows: "THEY ARE ALL GOOD!" (Even Church Leaders that come to the WCC say "THAT!" That does NOT take them OUT of the MORON CLASS.) FOR IF: "EYE HATH NOT SEEN, NOR EAR HEARD, neither have entered into the HEART of man the (WONDERFUL) things which GOD hath prepared for them that LOVE HIM!" 1 Cor. 2:9. Isa. 64:4. Then we should not want to be on the OUTSIDE looking IN - but on the INSIDE looking OUT! We should, above all - want to be SAVED.

SO NOW - WHAT ROAD DO WE CHOOSE - ???

(1) What about the CRAZE - started by 40 years of FROOM (1933 to 1973) to send fledgling MINISTERS to obtain INDOCTRINATION and DEGREES from the "POPULAR CHURCHES?" "The MINISTERS of the POPULAR CHURCHES will NOT ALLOW the TRUTH to be presented from "THEIR" PULPITS!" T8:197.

(2) "The WORLD is AGAINST US, the POPULAR CHURCHES are AGAINST US, the LAWS of the LAND will soon be AGAINST US!" T5:236.

(3) "SATAN...has gained CONTROL of the APOSTATE CHURCHES; but here is a "LITTLE COMPANY!" that are RESISTING his SUPREMACY..."THE PEOPLE OF GOD" ..."THE REMNANT CHURCH!" T5:473.
(4) "SATAN has taken FULL POSSESSION of "THE CHURCHES" as a body!" EW 273.

(5) "I saw that God has HONEST children among the NOMINAL (BY NAME ONLY - all that they have left!) NOMINAL ADVENTISTS and the FALLEN CHURCHES, and BEFORE THE PLAGUES shall be poured out, MINISTERS and PEOPLE will be called "OUT!" from THESE CHURCHES and will GLADLY RECEIVE THE TRUTH...THE LIGHT WILL SHINE, and ALL who are HONEST will LEAVE the FALLEN CHURCHES, and take their stand WITH-THE-REMNANT!" EW 261. SG 1:171-2, 190-1.

THIS SHOULD BE PLAIN ENOUGH WHERE WE WILL FIND "SALVATION!"

AND THE CONDITIONS OF "SALVATION!" - "LEAVE!" As God's people have ALWAYS had to do! TO SIMPLIFY this - what is the DIFFERENCE between "CHURCH!" and "REMNANT!" "...a PLAIN POINTED TESTIMONY. They should keep up the DISTINCTION between "THE CHURCH!" of Christ, and FORMAL, DEAD "PROFESSORS"...FEARLESSLY preach the TRUTH and LET-IT-CUT!...A PEACEFUL TESTIMONY WILL NOT DO THIS. The people have the privilege of LISTENING to this kind of teaching from POPULAR PULPITS...OUR TRUTH IS AS MUCH MORE SOLEMN than that of "NOMINAL PROFESSORS" as the HEAVENS are HIGHER than the EARTH. THE PEOPLE ARE ASLEEP in their SINS and NEED to be ALARMED...THEIR MINISTERS have preached "SMOOTH THINGS!"...CRY ALoud, and SPARE NOT!"...THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY...was SHUNNED by the MINISTERS!...MINISTERS of the NOMINAL CHURCHES do enough CRINGING and WRAPPING UP of the POINTED TRUTHS!" T1:248-9.

ENOUGH CRINGING AND WRAPPING UP - !!!

When one stands back - and WATCHES through the YEARS - the RESULT of the PREACHING DEGENERATING until you LITERALLY have to go OUTSIDE and look at the "NAME!" over the door to know WHAT "CHURCH!" you are in. ("ENTERTAINING!") "THE SON OF DECEIT and FALSE WITNESS!"..."MANY will stand in OUR PULPITS!" TM 409. (And 100 MORE!)
GRADUALLY - !!!

When they CREEP UP "GRADUALLY!" from one "ABOMINATION!" to the OTHER: "FOR OF THIS SORT are they which CREEP!" into HOUSES, (TM 426-447) and lead captive SILLY WOMEN laden with SINS, lead away with DIVERS LUSTS, EVER LEARNING, and NEVER ABLE to come to the KNOWLEDGE of the TRUTH!" 2 Timothy 3:6, 7. "...FROM SUCH TURN AWAY!" (SAME.) "WITH THE MOUTH THEY SHOW MUCH "LOVE!" (even "UNLIMITED!" and now "UNCONDITIONAL!")...LOVERS of their OWN SELVES!" COL 411 (420).
"...certain men CREAED IN UNAWARES!" Jude 4. (THE CANADIAN NEWS MEDIA has for YEARS, and RIGHT NOW AGAIN (April 3, 1992) the "SWAGGARTS" - "BAKERS" - "CHRISTIAN FATHERS" - "MONKS" - PRY (CREEP) through the "CONFESSIONAL!" - HOLY "HELL!" PRIESTS if they come and: "...CHANGED the TRUTH of God into a LIE, and worshipped and served the "CREATURE!" ["FOUR-FOOTED BEASTS, and CREEPING THINGS!"] more than the "CREATOR, who is blessed forever, Amen." ROMANS 1:25.)

DIALOGUING - INVITING ADVENTIST THEOLOGIANS -
to attend their "ECUMENICAL UNIONS" their "STUDENTS" to be HONORED with their "GOODLY BABYLONISH GARMENTS" (LITERAL GRADUATING ROBES! WITH COMPLIMENTARY HONORS! AND DEGREES!) all as one and one as all - what was going on in the HEADS of those who ever devised such a "PLAN!" "WHAT I LIKE ABOUT...!" "SO MUCH IN COMMON!" (PREDICTED! GC 445.) "TO CREATE A PUBLIC IMAGE!" R&H Dec. 18, 1969. p.20. (NEXT YEAR THE "BED-TIME" MAXWELL BOOK "MAN!")

TB:250 HARLOT GOES "STEP BY STEP!"

PLODDING HER FLAT-FOOTED WAY DOWN MAIN STREET SAYING: "Hi!" to every TIM, DICK, AND BILLY - !!! LONG SINCE LOST ALL SHAME! PROUD OF HER CONQUESTS - called: "PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT!" SEE ALL FACES LIGHT UP AS SHE OPENS HER "HOPE CHEST!" preparing for FULLER what she calls: "THRUSTS!" EVEN WITH JUDGES, SENATORS, ARMY MEN, LAWYERS, PRIESTS, POPES, NO RESERVATIONS - all one GREAT "BROTHERHOOD!" "...MINGLING WITH THE
CONTENDING ELEMENTS OF THESE LAST DAYS, as the CIRCUMCISED who MINGLE with the UNCIRCUMCISED, and He declares that He will "DESTROY BOTH CLASSES TOGETHER (PAGE MIKE CLUTE!) TOGETHER WITHOUT DISTINCTION (YOU MADE NONE — WHY SHOULD HE — ???) WITHOUT DISTINCTION. They are doing a work that God has NOT SET THEM to do..."COME OUT FROM AMONG THEM AND BE YE "SEPARATE!"
FCE 482. T1:283. T2:595. TM 275. T5:103. (YOUR PREACHER VOTED FOR THIS — ???) You need ANOTHER ONE! This one is only fit to CLEAN BARNs! And you dare pay him "GOD'S TITHE!" OH! DEAR ME! Is there no End — ???

"FOR AS MANY AS HAVE SINNED WITHOUT LAW — shall also PERISH WITHOUT LAW... (For NOT the HEARERS of the LAW are JUST before God, but the DOERS of the LAWS shall be JUSTIFIED!" (Will you tell this one to your ECUMENICAL FRIENDS?) ROMANS 2:12-3. "WOE UNTO THEM! for they have gone the way of CAIN, and ran greedily after the ERROR of BALAAM for "REWARD!" (And SNEER at those who seek to be "REWARDED!" for their "WORKS." (Rev. 22:12. John 9:4; 10:38; 14:11, 12) THEIR AMBITION AND HOPE is to be "REWARDED!" WITHOUT ANY "WORKS!" They DARE come before God with that "FAITH ALONE!" PRESUMPTION — and dare mount the PULPIT to DEFY the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" to its FACE! (Do you think their "FLOCKs" and "HERDS!" could be held long enough to LISTEN to their own Book — GC 471 to 473 — ??? NO! They would rather LISTEN to their FROOMs — ANDERSONS — RICHARDS!

PUFFED UP IN THEIR FLESHLY MINDS —

POPULAR MINISTERS LIKE TO BE CALLED: "REVEREND!" "FATHER!" "ABBOT!" "BISHOP!" "ARCHBISHOP!" "PRELATE!" "DEACON!" "MOST REVEREND!" "HOLY FATHER!" "HOLY SEE!" Get a group of them together and they are a "HOLY SYNOD!" when the Adventist "SANHEDRIN!" convened one year — they were: 250 "DEDICATED!" and "SAVED!" compatriots. (They could not be ANYTHING ELSE!)

FROOM USHERED HIMSELF IN AS: "PROFESSOR EMERITUS
FOR PROPHETIC UNDERSTANDING FOR ANDREWS (SEMINARY) UNIVERSITY!" (QUITE A MOUTHFUL!) People like that. "But these speak EVIL of those things which they KNOW NOT: but which they know NATURALLY, as BRUTE BEASTS, in those things they CORRUPT themselves. "WOE-UNTO-THEM!" for they have gone in the way of CAIN, (if you QUESTION their "WORSHIP!" at all, they get "KILLING MAD!") and ran GREEDILY after the ERROR of BALAAM for REWARD, ("WHAT I LIKE ABOUT BALAK!" WALTER MARTIN AND DONALD BARNHOUSE TO "CURSE" CHARACTER-BUILDING - the "WORK OF A LIFETIME!" They could push themselves in the LEAD with "DO-NOTHING!" and "KNOW-NOTHING!"

"AS FAR AS THE "WORK!" TO BE DONE

IN GOD'S CAUSE IS CONCERNED, WILL "NEVER!" HEAR THE "WELL DONE!" FROM THE LIPS OF THE MAJESTY OF HEAVEN!" RH 1:202. "Those who are "DO-NOTHINGS!" now will have the SUPERSCRIPTION upon them, "THOU ARE WEIGHED IN THE BALANCES, AND ART FOUND "WANTING!" THEY KNEW THEIR MASTER'S WILL, but DID IT NOT!...and they will be LEFT with those whom they did not try to save...and to EAT and DRINK with the DRUNKEN!" TM 237. (ADVENTIST MINISTERS TESTIFY THAT AT THE ECUMENICAL GET-TOGETHERS of the WCC - NCC - ("EvangELICAL ALLIANCES!" GC 445.) they say the AIR is so BLUE with "SMOKE!" - you can "CUT IT WITH A KNIFE!" At their "HOTEL BALLROOM BANQUETS" they drink "ROUND AFTER ROUND!" ("EATING and DRINKING with the DRUNKEN!" Matt. 24:49. Luke 12:45.)

I OFTEN WONDERED - WHEN THE ADVENTISTS PUT ON

A SPECIAL BANQUET FOR THE OTHER CHURCH LEADERS IN THE "HOTEL BALLROOM" IN VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, THAT ONE YEAR - DID THEY SERVE HIGH-POWERED DRINKS - ???? OR DID THEY KNOW WHAT WAS COMING AND BROUGHT THEIR OWN - ??? IN NO WAY WOULD THOSE MEN BE DEPRIVED OF THEIR ALCOHOL - !!! FOR SURE THEY HAD A GOOD SOAKING OF "PROPHETIC OPIATES!" HANDING BACK AND FORTH FLATTERING FAWNING PUFFERY! "These are SPOTS in your FEASTS...when they FEAST WITH YOU...CLOUDS they are WITHOUT...WATER, carried about of WINDS; TREES whose FRUIT WITHERETH WITHOUT FRUIT, TWICE DEAD, PLUCKED UP BY THE ROOTS; RAGING WAVES OF THE SEA, FOAMING OUT
THERE OWN SHAME; WANDERING STARS, to whom is reserved the BLACKNESS of DARKNESS for ever...MOCKERS in the LAST TIME!" Jude 10-18. TM 237. (LOOK THIS ONE UP - !!!) T1:568.

(For a full rundown of "DO-NOTHINGS!" and "KNOW-NOTHINGS!" see PUBLICATION #677. Dec. 2, 1991. "ONE-WORLD FREEMASON GOVERNMENT" p.57. What "NOMINAL" (BY "NAME!" ONLY) ADVENTISTS WILL NEVER QUOTE - !!! NOT OVER THEIR DEAD BODY - !!! They might "OFFEND!" their new-found "FRIENDS!"

LIKE BRINSMED SAID - THE ONLY WAY TO

WIN THEM is to preach what they ALREADY BELIEVE - !!! Out-"FAITH!" them. Out-"GRACE!" them. Out-"LAW!" them. Then WHO won WHO - ??? No wonder this SPEC-TACLE won "STANDING OVATIONS - !!!" to see an "ADVEN-TIST" coming over on THEIR SIDE! WILSON and BRINSMED said in PUBLIC that they made a PACT to PREACH IN HARMONY with one another. As far as we can see - they did.

HEADING FOR THE GRAND "OMEGA!"

AS FAR AS SHE CAN GO! THE "HARLOT!" of T8:250 has to do it by PHASES. Becoming CHUMMY with the BOYS in the BACK ROOM of the POOL HALL - where anything goes. Before they get TIRED of her she shall be "BEATEN WITH MANY STRIPES!" Luke 12:47. "You will be "BEATEN WITH MANY STRIPES!" if you neglect to do your Master's will!" T5:160. "...knew his Lord's will (and did it not) shall be BEATEN with MANY STRIPES!"...FAITH WITHOUT WORKS IS DEAD!" T4:249, 250. "...an IMPASS-ABLE GULF, - A CHARACTER WRONGLY DEVELOPED. (OH! NO MATTER! THE JEWISH TALMUD AND HEPPENSTALL - BRINSMED - WRIGHT - BAUER - MORMONS - JEHovah'S WITNESSES - HERBERT W. ARMSTRONG - BILLY GRAHAM and most ALL-THE-CHURCHES-OF-BABYLON and that IDIOT at the HEAD of the AR - COULDN'T COUNTER WALTER MARTIN AND ANKERBERG WITH THE WHOLE WORLD WATCHING WAS TONGUE-TIED BEFORE THE BAAL-PRIESTS! (SOME "ELIJAH!")
"The RICH (LAODICEAN) MAN CLAIMED to be a Son of ABRAHAM, but he was SEPARATED from ABRAHAM by an IMPASSABLE GULF, - A "CHARACTER" WRONGLY DEVELOPED!.... THE GREAT GULF FIXED....was the GULF OF DISOBEDIENCE! ...WHEN THE "VOICE OF GOD!" AWAKES THE DEAD, he will come from the GRAVE with the SAME APPETITES and PASSIONS, the SAME LIKES and DISLIKES, that he cherish-ished when LIVING. (THE END OF BRINSMEAD!) GOD WORKS NO MIRACLE TO RE-CREATE A MAN who would NOT be RE-CREATED when he was granted EVERY OPPORTUNITY and provided with EVERY FACILITY!....HIS "CHARACTER" is not in HARMONY with God, and he COULD NOT BE HAPPY in the HEAVENLY FAMILY...receive His "GRACE!" - which is His "CHARACTER!"....Between THEM and the RIGHTEOUS there is a GREAT GULF FIXED!" COL 269-271.

ARE WE BEGINNING TO CATCH ON - ???

When we were called to WASHINGTON - 1974, we had PLACARDS MADE. One was: "CHARACTER-BUILDING IS THE WORK - OF A LIFETIME!" ONE OF THE MEN FROM THE "GENERAL CONFERENCE" or the "WHITE ESTATE!" ROARED LIKE A BULL - trying to put a STOP to the MEETINGS in the HALL of another CHURCH - but that CHURCH MINISTER was not a PUSHOVER and did not FALL OVER DEAD at the LAODICEAN BLAST - so they tried to WRECK the MEETINGS by a BRIBE to change the AD in the PAPER! HOWEVER, that is our STAND and remains our STAND - "HE DOES NOT SUPERNATURALLY ENDOW US WITH THE QUALIFICATIONS WE LACK, but while we USE that which we HAVE, He will "WORK!" WITH US to INCREASE and STRENGTHEN EVERY FACULTY...the GRACE of God WORKS in us to DENY OLD INCLINATIONS, to OVERCOME powerful propensities, and to FORM NEW "HABITS!"...by BEHOLDING WE BECOME CHANGED ...WE DEVELOP-A-CHARACTER!...Thus ACTIONS repeated form HABITS, HABITS form CHARACTER, and by the CHARAC-TER our "DESTINY!" for TIME and ETERNITY is DECIDED!" COL 353-6.

ROY A. (DOG-CATCHER) ANDERSON ROARED

LIKE A BULL - let us not hear of ONE MINISTER who says
that "CHARACTER" is the BASIS of the "JUDGMENT!" (IT IS AMAZING how they ALL swept into LINE!) LIKE A "HARLOT!" NO "CONVICTIONS" IN HER HOUSEHOLD! ANYTHING GOES! JOHNSSON could not REPLY to WALTER MARTIN or ANKERBERG but was BUFFALOED by the PHILISTINES! So they went into a NEW and IMPORTANT PHASE - the DENIAL of any VALUE in "CHARACTER-BUILDING!" or the "WORK!" of the "LIFETIME!" "THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS "UNCONDITIONAL ELECTION!" "ONCE IN GRACE, ALWAYS IN GRACE!" "...FOR IT HAD BEEN BETTER FOR THEM "NOT" TO HAVE KNOWN THE WAY OF RIGHTEOUSNESS, than, AFTER they had know it, to TURN FROM THE HOLY COMMANDMENT delivered to them!...there is need of decided "DAILY!" CONVERSION to God." BC 6:1114-5.

BUT IN 1955-7 THEY WERE SO ANXIOUS TO BE

AT ONE WITH THE PHILISTINES that in that "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" BOOK THEY WROTE: "WE ARE ONE with our fellow Christians of DENOMINATIONAL GROUPS in the great FUNDAMENTALS of the FAITH once delivered to the Saints!" "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES" p.32. "We recognize EVERY AGENCY that lifts up CHRIST (BY HELL-TORMENT THEORIES!) that LIFTS UP CHRIST before men as a PART of the DIVINE PLAN for the EVANGELIZATION of the World, and WE-HOLD-IN-HIGH-ESTEEM the Christian men and women in OTHER COMMUNIONS to are engaged in WINNING-SOULS-TO-CHRIST!" OD 625-6.

---


---

LONG SINCE PASSED THIS PHASE:

"The TRUTH is so DIFFERENT in CHARACTER and WORK from the ERRORS preached from POPULAR PULPITS that when it
is brought before the people for the FIRST TIME, it almost OVERWELMS them... NEW and STARTLING TRUTHS which involve GREAT CHANGES and present a CROSS at every STEP!"  EV. 177.

SUCH AS IN BUILDING A CHARACTER:

THE AWAKENING - CAME FROM AUSTRALIA WITH THE INCESSANT ROLL OF THEIR VOODOO DRUMS - "CHARACTER" ("NATURE!") must be "GIVEN!" you as a "GIFT!" They kept changing the "TIME!" ELEMENT - but it had to be DRAPED on you from the "OUTSIDE!" (COUNTERFEIT CHAPTER GC 464.) "Its advocates teach that "SANCTIFICATION!" is an "INSTANTANEOUS WORK, by which, through "FAITH ALONE!" they attain to PERFECT "HOLINESS!" "ONLY BELIEVE!" say they, "and the BLESSING is YOURS!" NO FURTHER EFFORT...!" GC 471. "...this ENSNARING DOCTRINE of "FAITH!" without "WORKS!" It is NOT "FAITH!"...It is "PREPTION!" GC 472.

BUT THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" DECLARES:

(AND WHY THEY SOLD OUT TO "BABYLON!") "NOT ONCE should we think of FAILURE! We are to co-operate with ONE who KNOWS NO FAILURE!" COL 363. BY SAYING YOU CANNOT BUILD A "CHARACTER!" THEY ARE SAYING "THE LAW CANNOT BE KEPT!" THEY ARE SAYING THE SAME AS WHAT STARTED "WAR!" IN HEAVEN! THEY ARE AGENTS OF THE DEVIL! - yet MASQUERADING AS "ADVENTIST MINISTERS" COULD DECEPTION BE GREATER - ??? ". . . WE FORM THE "CHARACTER! It is FORMED by HARD, STERN BATTLES WITH SELF!" . . . Let no one say, I cannot REMEDY by DEFECTS of "CHARACTER!" If you come to THIS DECISION, you will CERTAINLY FAIL of obtaining EVERLASTING LIFE! The IMPOSSIBILITY lies in your own WILL. If you WILL NOT, then you CANNOT "OVERCOME!"...It is "NOW!" we are to FORM "CHARACTERS!" for the FUTURE, IMMORTAL LIFE! It is "NOW!" we are to PREPARE for the SEARCHING "JUDGMENT!" COL 331, 342.

"THE SHAKING OF ADVENTISM!"

by

" GEOFFREY J. PAXTON"
AN ANGLICAN PRIEST - HEAD OF AN AUSTRALIAN SEMINARY - wrote the above 172-page book in 1977. At the time obtainable from ZENITH PUBLISHERS, INC., 1300 Market Street, WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 19801. ($6.95.)

THE ANGLICAN CHURCH ALWAYS HAS BEEN -

the LEADING ORGAN foremost in trying to bring all Churches into ORGANIC UNITY. All you have to do is look in "WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY" or "ENCYCLOPEDIAS" for "OXFORD MOVEMENT" or "TRACTARIANISM" - and that's it. "ANGLICAN" or "CHURCH OF ENGLAND" who have a SWARM of "JESUITS" ministering in their Churches. If PAXTON was a "JESUIT" it would be difficult if not IMPOSSIBLE to find out. They have NO AVERSION to "ROMANISM!" Neither do the ADVENTISTS. TO MAKE IT APPEAR SO is the SECRET CODE of JESUITISM. BRINSMED was being FUNDED with MILLIONS of $'s from the "ONE WORLDERS" and could PRETEND he was not. GOD HAS PROMISED He will "CHOOSE THE DELUSIONS" of the "DOUBLE-MINDED" who are "UNSTABLE IN ALL THEIR WAYS!" Why ANYONE would want to go "BACK!" to that KIND of "BRINSMEDISM!" is the "MYSTERY OF INIQUITY!" But once having FALLEN for it - HOOK, LINE AND SINKER - with PART of the ROD and REEL - it seems they are "HOOKED FOR LIFE!" They will not appreciate this paper. They will FIGHT it every way they know how. TOO ASHAMED THAT THEY FELL FOR THAT EVER-CHANGING "RIGAMAROLE!" but through it all - following a few BASIC TENETS the same as FROOM his MENTOR - what do the MAJORITY WANT - ??? THAT he will give them. No wonder the LAST we heard of him was: "GOODBYE RELIGION!" "GOODBYE RELIGION!" And "F.F.BRUCE" chimes in - (I THINK IT WAS IN "CHRISTIAN NEWS") "THAT IS VERY MUCH MY IDEA ALSO!" "FORD" also let his hair down and ADMITTED he was often at SEA and did not know WHAT TO BELIEVE! Like a HARLOT under the BRIGHT LIGHTS of HOLLYWOOD - "I LOVE EVERYBODY!" I believe she does. Only the Bible does not call it: "LOVE!" "LOVE!" is LAWFUL. "LUST!" is NOT.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES

"This know also, that in the LAST DAYS PERILOUS TIMES
shall come. For men shall be LOVERS of their OWN SELVES...having a FORM of GODLINESS...from such TURN AWAY! for of THIS SORT are they which CREEP into HOUSES, and lead captive SILLY WOMEN laden with SINS, led away with DIVERS LUST! (How can you spot them?) EVER LEARNING, and NEVER ABLE to come to a KNOWLEDGE of the TRUTH...But EVIL MEN and SEDUCERS (EVIL WOMEN) shall wax WORSE and WORSE! (HABITUAL from the CRADLE!) DECEIVING, and BEING DECEIVED!" 2 Timothy 3:1; 7, 13.

WHEN SOME DO NOT SEEM TO GRASP THE PLAIN TRUTH -

could it be "YOUR FAULT!" that you did not make it
PLAIN ENOUGH? Or could it be SOMETHING ELSE - ???
"THE WICKED shall DO WICKEDLY: and NONE (NOT ONE!) of
the WICKED shall UNDERSTAND; but the WISE will UNDER-
STAND!" Daniel 12:10. "...the FACT that ONLY THOSE
who LOVE and FEAR GOD can UNDERSTAND the MYSTERIES of
the KINGDOM of Heaven..."THE WISE SHALL UNDERSTAND,"
was spoken of the VISIONS OF DANIEL that WERE-TO-BE-
UNDERSTOOD UNSEALED-IN-THE-LATTER-DAYS; and of the
REVELATION that CHRIST GAVE to His servant JOHN...the
BOOKS (OF THE BIBLE) of DANIEL and the REVELATION!"
(READ ON!"") PK 516, 547-8.

GEOFFREY J. PAXTON -

HAD NO INTEREST WHATEVER in certain areas - but he did
know "ADVENTISM!" better than they knew it themselves.
The METHOD he used was VERY EFFECTIVE - he showed how
ADVENTISM CHANGED THEIR RELIGION. 1844-1888. 1888-
BOOK was written in 1977 so he could not go far beyond
that point. But he showed BLIND LAODICEANS what
"THEY" did not see. How they CHANGED their RELIGION
and WHO was responsible for the CHANGES.

ALTHOUGH HE DID NOT GRASP EVERYTHING:

I had MARKED in MY COPY - PAXTON hit the "BULL'S EYE!"
p.65. "FROOM!" was the MASTERMIND - the "JUDAS!" of
this COMMUNE! He did not realize to what EXTENT. He
calls him the same as I did - a "PROFESSIONAL LIAR!"
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Although he did it in Scholarly Vein. "Froom's Claim...is open to Question! (When Froom was going "Waggoner! Waggoner! Waggoner!" in Froom's "Movement of Destiny!" - in the Joint "Froom-Wilson" 1971 Book.)

From Froom-Wilson Book:

(316) Waggoner Message Last Message! 320, 395, 400, 530, 531, 526. (True to the last! What a Professional Liar! "He Never Veered!" Did you read "Waggoner's Last Confessional?" Arthur White was going to print it - but they wouldn't let him! We printed it at that time! Like the Mighty Froom - like Judas - he kept to himself that he Never Did believe the 1844 Sanctuary Truths!)

Froom Worked Day and Night:

To counter everything the "Spirit of Prophecy" said. Paxton saw this - very clearly and definitely! But since it was coming his way - !!! he wrote it up as "An Advance!" An "Advance!" into the Arms of "Evangelicalism!" The other churches! He says when and where and who! His conclusions were the same as ours - what a thrill to have the world's authority on "Adventism!" come to the same conclusions we did! We thought we were alone! The only difference was - we were horrified! Paxton was delighted!

One Major Example:


Sounds like the Big "Blues" Singer of the Time:

"Give Me Plenty of Nothing! And "Nothings!" Plenty for Me!" ("Do-Nothing!" and "Know-Nothing!")
"KNOW-NOTHING!" RICHARDS:

(FROM ONE END OF ADVENTISM TO THE OTHER!) "The DIFFERENCE, of course, between "JUSTIFICATION" by "FAITH!" and "JUSTIFICATION" by "WORKS!" is so great that the ESTABLISHMENT of the "ONE!" means the OVER-THROW of the "OTHER!" WE-CANNOT-HAVE-BOTH!" LEF-MD 619.

AND IF YOU THINK THAT'S NOT ENOUGH –

THEN HE ADDS THIS: "WE-CANNOT-HAVE-BOTH!" It is NOT by our "WORKS!" - our DOINGS in any way! (So go ahead and do ANYTHING you want! The RELIGION of "HOLY ROLLER" MARTIN AND "EVANGELICALISM" BARNHOUSE! And the JEWISH TALMUD! THE ROTTENEST BOOK EVER WRITTEN! BY SEX-MANIACS!)

MORE FROM RICHARDS BEFORE HE WENT OUT OF HIS MIND:

(DON'T EXPECT ME TO TELL YOU MORE THAN I AM TELLING YOU RIGHT HERE! WERE THESE MEN SANE WHEN THEY COME UP WITH SOMETHING LIKE THIS - ??? WERE ALL THESE WRITERS SANE WHEN THEY SAW THIS AND SAID: "MARY-A-WORD!" DID THEY AGREE WITH THIS - OR SCARED OUT OF THEIR BOOTS - ???)

MORE RICHARDS:

"IT IS NOT BY OUR "WORKS!" OUR DOINGS IN ANY WAY! or by the LEAST ACT of our own - that we are "SAVED!" It is 'not by works, lest any man should boast' (Eph. 2:9)...HOW WONDERFUL TO KNOW that by "FAITH!" we are made JUST and RIGHTEOUS in the sight of God!" HMSR in the FROOM-WILSON BOOK - 1971, p.619. (THIS is supposed to be "THE LAST MESSAGE!" I think it is. I think it is their "LAST MESSAGE!")

NOW IT'S COMING - !!!

"IN HIS NOTES "PRESCOTT" STATES THAT, aside from Jesus of Nazareth, the LAW never made any man RIGHTEOUS
through OBDIENCE. GRACE is not looking for GOOD MEN to APPROVE, for it is not GRACE, but mere (MERE!???) MERE JUSTICE, that approves GOODNESS. Rather, GRACE is looking for CONDEMNED, GUILTY, SPEECHLESS, HELPLESS men whom it can SAVE through "FAITH!" and SANCTIFY and GLORIFY."

"LAW is wholly DISTINCT and DIVERSE from GRACE. LAW is GOD PROHIBITING and REQUIRING. GRACE is God BESEECHING and BESTOWING. LAW KILLS; GRACE MAKES ALIVE. LAW shuts every MOUTH before God. GRACE opens every mouth to PRAISE HIM. LAW puts DISTANCE between man and God; GRACE brings guilty man NIGH TO GOD. LAW says, DO and LIVE; GRACE says, BELIEVE and LIVE. LAW utterly CONDEMNNS the BEST man, GRACE freely JUSTIFIES the WORST. LAW is a system of PREVENTION; GRACE of FAVOR."

"UNDER LAW, the SHEEP DIES for the SHEPHERD; under GRACE, the SHEPHERD dies for the SHEEP. GRACE provides a WAY to FULFILL THE LAW!...EVERY SINNER who turns to CHRIST is SAVED from DEATH!" FROOM-WILSON 1971 BOOK to tell the WORLD what "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS BELIEVE!" p.387.

DO YOU BELIEVE THE SAME AS "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS?"

DO YOU PAY GOD'S TITHE FOR THIS - ???

YOU ARE NOT ASHAMED - ??? YOU ARE PAST SHAME - ???

YOUR CONSCIENCE HAS BEEN SEARED AS WITH A HOT IRON - ??

WONDERFUL FROOM OPENLY DEFINED ELLEN WHITE TO HER FACE in that she MISSED the "ETERNAL VERITIES!" of the GOSPEL and he (FROOM) had to turn to a "SCORE OF VALUABLE BOOKS" written by men "OUTSIDE OF OUR FAITH!" (BUT FOR SURE NOT "INDEPENDENT MINISTRIES!") then he went on from there to a "WHOLE GALAXY OF WRITERS!" (50 MEN and he NAMES some of them but FOR SURE not those that we would RECOGNIZE - but PAXTON KNEW WHO THEY WERE and so he does what NO SDA WOULD DO - !!! In a FOOTNOTE on p.95 he DOCUMENTS that what FROOM WENT GA-GA OVER was: "THE HOLINESS MOVEMENT!")
THE ENTRANT ADVENTIST MINISTRY AND ALL "REFORM!" STRUCK with a severe case of LOCKJAW - !!! WE COULD HAVE KNOWN TO EXPECT "CELEBRATION!" "MASS HYPNOSIS!" 1992 - if we had our EYES OPEN and we were not completely STONE "BLIND!" in 1971! But we were known as the "LUNATIC FRINGE!" if we found anything WRONG with the FROOM-WILSON 1971 DOCTRINE! GOD GAVE THEM A WATERLOO in 1973 - but even THAT did not FIZZ! "PENTECOSTAL ADVENTISTS" HAVE TAKEN OVER THIS CHURCH! What they will THROW in your FACE - "NO MATTER HOW DEFECTIVE!" So why should anyone care HOW "DEFECTIVE!" they may BE - !!! Only trouble is two things:

(1) SHE NEVER WROTE THAT. THAT HAS BEEN ADDED. CHANGED. THAT WAS NOT THE FIRST PAGE IN THE ORIGINAL "SERIES 'A'" - !!!" Nor anything like it. THE ORIGINAL WERE A SERIES OF TRACTS - BACHAND - working together with FROOM - gave "HEALTH RESEARCH" and LEFT OUT the "TITHE TRACT" - where they cut a SENTENCE IN HALF - !!! If the TITHE is not used RIGHTLY - BEFORE YOU PAY IT - DO WHAT YOU CAN TO "CORRECT THE EVIL!" that was nicely LEFT OUT! FIND THAT IN "SERIES 'A'" p.23.

(2) "THE OBJECT OF HIS SUPREME REGARD" TM 15. Was in "SPECIAL" TM 143 and doesn't SOUND like that AT ALL! What they DARE to put on the FRONT PAGE (TM 15) was in "SPECIAL" p.143. (Now out of PRINT!) Instead of: "AS IT MAY BE!" It read: "AS IT MAY APPEAR!"

TO A BLIND LAODICEAN THERE MAY SEEM:

"NO DIFFERENCE - !!!"

But you think about it. MULL it over for WEEKS, for MONTHS, for YEARS! If there is "NO DIFFERENCE!" The GLADIATING KNIGHTS may try to KILL EACH OTHER if the STATUE "APPEARS" to be GOLD on one side and SILVER on the other. NO DIFFERENCE if it only "APPEARS!" to "BE!" that way or is it "REALLY!" that way? Then what is the FIGHTING about - ???

IN THIS CASE CONTRASTED THE TWO ON THE SAME PAGE - !!!
WHAT AM I TALKING ABOUT - ???

ASK THAT PREACHER TO READ TM 16. There is ALSO a "CHURCH!" CALLED: "CHURCH!" TWO TIMES! Also "SYNAGOUE!" Does it matter how "DEFECTIVE" that one "MAY BE!" - ???. Why do they read only HALF-OF-IT - ???. TM 15 may not "BE!" the ONE that labors to "SEPARATE!" the "EVIL" from the "GOOD!"

NOW WE ARE COMING TO THE ULTIMATE POINT - !!!

AS PAXTON REVEALED HOW THE "FROOMS" PROGRESSIVELY "NEW-MODELLED" THE CAUSE - so also it is our work to show how PROGRESSIVELY "FAITH ALONE!" blotted out the NEED of any "WORKS!" and by doing so NO NEED of "LAW!" THIS LAWLESS CULT - then shovelled into the TROUGH - (as a good "HARLOT!" would do!) She claims what she has is "LOVE!" She has so much LEFT OVER - it is for "EVERYBODY!" like a MAGAZINE - "EVERYBODY'S!" NO CHECK REIN! NO SELECTION!

IT STARTS OUT WITH BRINSMED-FORD-HEPPENSTALL -

"PENTECOSTALISM-EVANGELICALISM-PAXTONISM!" EVERYBODY can be and is: "JUSTIFIED!" Is that so? And the "LOVE OF GOD" is "UNLIMITED!" We knew that was CRAZY when we first heard it - we thought that was "THE OMEGA!" Surely nobody could be any CRAZIER that THAT - but No. They could be CRAZIER! They could get so "LOVESICK!" it could be "UNCONDITIONAL!" Enough to make a horse - VOMIT! "UNCONDITIONAL!" NO CONDITIONS! JONES STARTED THAT IN SM 1:377.

"JUSTIFICATION" WITH NO "CONDITIONS!"

JONES 1893 gave us "I AM SAVED!" in the MARLOWE THEATRE in the GANGSTER CITY of CHICAGO about the SAME TIME, because they do go TOGETHER! And certainly if under "SPIRITUALISM" I "JUDGE MYSELF!" GC 554-56 - then CERTAINLY I would need no "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" and I would END UP with the "HOLY ROLLERS!" in "TONGUES" with WALTER MARTIN and "FREE LOVE!" with WAGGONER and JIMMIE SWAGGART BRAGGART and UNCONTROL-
LABE BAKKERS - and is GOD-THAT-WAY-TOO - ??? As WILSON put in his "27 THING!!" And now being ECHOED throughout ADVENTISM - "LOVE UNCONDITIONAL!!" HOW CRAZY CAN YOU GET - ???

I THINK WE SHOULD TAKE THIS FROM "SERIES 'A' 318" -
("SPECIAL" TM 312) "All that have refused to be taught of God, HOLD the "TRADITIONS!" of MEN. They AT LAST pass over on the side of the ENEMY, AGAINST GOD, and are written, "ANTI-CHRIST!" "THE PEOPLE OF GOD... pressing together in "UNITY!" - one with Jesus Christ. Those who WILL NOT practice the LESSONS of Christ, but KEEP THEMSELVES in hand to MOLD THEMSELVES, find in "ANTICHRIST!" the CENTER of their UNION. While the TWO PARTIES stand in COLLISION - the LORD WILL APPEAR!" Series "A" p.318.

IF THOSE WHO HOLD TO "TRADITION" END UP "ANTICHRIST!"

PERHAPS we should know MORE ABOUT IT - WHAT IS "TRADITION?" GOD CALLS FOR "REFORM!!" YOU CANNOT "REFORM!" A GROUP! "The "WORK!" of PREPARATION is an INDIVIDUAL "WORK!" WE-ARE-NOT-SAVED-IN-GROUPS!" GC 490. ST 2:507.

DID YOU EVER NOTICE - ???

ONCE A GROUP TAKES UP AN ERROR - THEN ANOTHER ONE - DO THEY EVER GO BACK - ??? Do they DROP IT - ??? NEVER! There is NO REFORM from "WITHIN!" AS JAMES WHITE PUT IT ON ONE OCCASION: "If you want to DECIDE "TRUTH!" by the "SHOW OF HANDS!" you would have to adopt the "GREATEST ABSURDITIES!"

THE GREATEST THREAT RIGHT NOW -

IS "STANDISH!" THIS ADVENTIST "I AM SINLESS!" DRUG MOGUL - is going to bring about a "REFORMATION - ??!!" The FIRST THING when a NEW GROUP appoints a "BOARD" - a "COMMITTEE" and we take a VOTE as to what we will TEACH or NOT TEACH - as SURE as the SUN is going to come up TOMORROW MORNING - you will have enough DIE-
HARD LAODICEAN "TRADITIONALISTS" to swing the VOTE - (including STANDISH'S OWN VOTE!) to have the SAME MESS all over again! No! That is not true!

IT HAS TO GO BY: "IT IS WRITTEN!" "EVIL MEN (HOMOS) AND SEDUCERS (EVIL WOMEN) - THE BIGGEST DISGRACEFUL PERFORMANCE IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD - HALF A MILLION RIOTING - WOMEN SHAKING THEIR FISTS - DEMANDING THE "RIGHT!" TO KILL THEIR BABIES SO THEY CAN HAVE 2 or 3 "ABORTIONS" A YEAR - and the GOVERNMENT-PAY-FOR-IT! NOT EVEN "AIDS!" WILL SLOW THEM UP! YOU THINK YOU ARE GOING TO GROUP "CHRISTIANS" TOGETHER IN THIS DAY - !!!! to "VOTE!" (ORGANIZE A BIG GROUP TOGETHER!)

(WHEN WILL YOU STOP DREAMING - UTTERLY IMPOSSIBLE - !!!!)

"EVIL MEN AND SEDUCERS SHALL WAX "WORSE!" and "WORSE!" DECEIVING, and BEING DECEIVED!" 2 TIM. 3:13. (ANY DOCTOR KNOWS!) "SIN and VICE exist in "SABBATHKEEPING FAMILIES!"...to an ALARMING EXTENT and brings on DISEASE of almost EVERY DESCRIPTION!" T2:391.

THERE IS NOTHING WRONG IN "ORGANIZING!" T6:267. AND HOLDING MEETINGS SEPARATE FROM "ADVENTISTS!" T2:711. WE NEED A "NEW ORGANIZATION!" MAGEN 163.

BUT NOT THE KIND SET UP BY "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" WITH THEIR "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER!" - A "SCORE!" and MORE of "FROOM'S "HOLY ROLLER!" BOOKS (LEF-MD 320-2) that constitutes this a "NEW MOVEMENT!" GC 464. "WITHOUT GOD, IS WORTHLESS!" SM 1:204-5.

SET UP BY STANDISH ALL WE NEED DO IS:

"MEET IT!" WE DO NOT "JOIN!" IT - !!!! SM 1:205-6. Hold your own "CLOSED!" MEETINGS "WHERE THERE IS NOT ONE "ADVENTIST!" (NOT ONE!) But if you hold
"GENERAL" MEETINGS when the WORK turns to the "HIGHWAYS" and "HEDGES!" As you "START!" the "LOUD CRY!" in a "PUBLIC" MEETING - LET ADVENTISTS "COME!" Although they will be only a PAIN in the NECK! T2:711. Chances are they will "NOT RECOGNIZE!" the "LOUD CRY!" TM 300, 507. THEIR PROBATION PAST. Matt. 21:43; 8:11-2. While it may still be OPEN for WOMEN and CHILDREN. T9:97. Matt. 22:2-4, 8.

THERE ARE 3 CALLS IN LUKE 14:16 to 24.

SM 2:16. SG 3&4 (CENTER) 37. T6:76, 83. T2:711. COL 309. YI 482. (This is for a study all by itself!) What the DIE-HARDS will not heed due to "FROOM TRADITION!" is a TRUE "MOVEMENT!" to "COME!" They will not want the PAGE of all the PAGES of the TESTIMONIES! that a "MOVEMENT!" is to "COME!" at the right "TIME!" 1884 GC 296. GC 464. SATAN will bring in his SUPREME OFFERING! THE "STANDISH CONSORTIUM!" No better than the "SHEPHERD'S ROD!" who ENDED in a HEAP - 1969 - from the ASHES AROSE the 1960 "AWAKENING!" ALL MASTERMINDED BY "FROOM!" who shot his bolt - "MISSION-KEY '73!"

NOW "STANDISH" IS MAKING HIS SPLASH -

IN THE ADVENTIST SEA. Do you notice one thing IN COMMON - ??? ALL are a "REFORMATION FROM WITHIN!" Is that the "GENUINE" MOVEMENT TO "COME?" Or is it just ANOTHER "REFORMATION FROM "BAD!" TO "WORSE!" (LEFT OUT OF EW 45 but found in ORIGINAL "PRESENT TRUTH" SERIES and is why we sent out THOUSANDS OF COPIES of PT 22 & 32.) "THE REFORMATIONS THAT WERE SHOWN WE WERE NOT REFORMATIONS FROM ERROR TO TRUTH, but from "BAD!" to "WORSE!" PT 22. RH 1:9. (THIS IS IN A TIME WHEN: "...THEIR SALVATION IS PAST!" EW 45. And they are going from SEA to SEA seeking the Lord - shall they FIND HIM - ??? IN ALL THESE "REVELATION SEMINARS?")

"THE ENEMY OF GOD HAS SOUGHT TO BRING "IN" - !!!

the "SUPPOSITION!" that a "GREAT REFORMATION!" WAS TO
TAKE PLACE AMONG "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" (WHO GIVES THEM THAT IDEA - ???) (READ ON - !!!) SM 1:204-5.

WE ARE DEALING WITH THE END OF THE ROAD -

with the "OMEGA!" They tried by MIGHT and MAIN to get RID of the "SERIES B" - but when they COULD NOT - they also WOULD NOT tell you what is "SAND!" (THE OMEGA!) and "STORM!" and "TEMPEST!" would sweep away the "STRUCTURE!" So you have NO INTEREST to know what is "SAND?" THE FINAL INDIGNITY - !!! FROOM-ANDERSON-Pease preached 24 SERMONS IN A ROW down LLU WAY when they wanted to indoctrinate this people with that RUBBISH! No, I am not going to tell you what it is. I give you the REFERENCES. READ IT! It will not cost you as much as ONE DAY at their USELESS "REVELATION SEMINARS!" FIND IT!

SM 1:204-5.

WHEN YOU PASS THAT HURDLE - perhaps now you can understand this - do you have to "JOIN!" another "MOVEMENT?" GC 464. "EVERY MEMBER ("EVERY MEMBER!") EVERY MEMBER of His "CHURCH MILITANT!" must manifest the SAME QUALITIES, if he would "JOIN!" the "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" FCE 179. (THERE IS A "CHURCH!" TO BE "JOINED!") "I have NOT sat with VAIN PERSONS...He that walketh with WISE men shall be WISE: but a COM-panion of "FOOLS!" shall be "DESTROYED!" FCE 294. "CASTING OFF MEN'S BINDING RULES AND CAUTIOUS MOVE-MENTS, they will "JOIN!" the "ARMY OF THE LORD!" T7:27. "There seemed to be a GREAT "MOVEMENT!" - a Work of REVIVAL - going forward in MANY PLACES. OUR PEOPLE were moving INTO LINE! (THEY DID NOT FORM THE LINE! THEY WERE MOVING INTO A LINE THAT SOME ONE ELSE FORMED!) TM 515. RH 6:332. "A GENERAL MOVEMENT IS NEEDED, but this must "BEGIN!" with "INDIVIDUAL" MOVEMENTS! ("INDEPENDENT MINISTRIES!")...THE LAMPS IN OUR HANDS!" T6:470. "...A CONFLICT which ALL must
ENTER, a CONFLICT that will grow MORE and MORE SEVERE as we approach the CLOSING STRUGGLE!" T6:471. "REMEMBER...we are OPPOSED by the WHOLE "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" T6:475.

PAXTON SHOWED IN HIS BOOK - GOING BY DECADES:

(1888–1850) "It is DIFFICULT to UNDERSTAND how "FROOM" could have given his APPROVAL to these WRITINGS of "WAGGONER!" ...Either "FROOM" "WHITE-WASHED!" WAGGONER, or he himself could not tell the DIFFERENCE between the PROTESTANT and ROMAN CATHOLIC POSITIONS on the MEANING of "JUSTIFICATION"...(Then down in the FOOTNOTES:) "...THE PANTHEISTIC WORKS of "WAGGONER!" (DANIELLS - W.C.WHIT - OLSON)...(HE DOES NOT BOTHER WITH SMALL FRY LIKE F.T.WRIGHT BUT HE MENTION HIS OBLIGATION TO WAGGONER AND:) "...The CARNAL MIND TAKEN AWAY, and the SPIRITUAL MIND SUBSTITUTED... AS A FREE GIFT...in other places DANIELLS says that "JUSTIFICATION!" is to "DECLARE RIGHTOUS!"...by IMPUTATION!" HOWEVER, like AUGUSTINE and the early LUTHER, he CONFOUNDS "JUSTIFICATION" with "REGENERATION!" (THIS KIND OF ARGUMENT, of course, can go on FOREVER. But our purpose is to show how PAXTON RATES "ADVENTISM!" and their TEACHING by DECADES. In this case this PHASE was SPEARHEADED BY DANIELLS-WAGGONER - p.70, 75.

THEN PAXTON TAKES THE NEXT PAGE -

(AFTER 1950) He mentions "JEMISON" - WHY, I couldn't guess. If he wasted his time with "A PROPHET AMONG YOU" - T. H. JEMISON - a MEDIocre BOOK ECHOING THE HUMBUG "TRADITIONAL" LINE and why it was given PROMINENCE among Seventh-day Adventists. A good book to THROW IN THE ASH CAN! But PAXTON RIGHTLY POINTS TO "HEPPENSTALL" - "FORD" - "LaRONDELLE" - "NADEN" - "BRINSMEAD" - "WAGGONER" - "JONES" - as the so-called: "SCHOLARS!" that influenced ADVENTIST THINKING for the next DECADE - 1950 to 1960. What PAXTON would call an "ADVANCE!" coming ever closer to "HEPPENSTALL!" as the MASTERMIND with NO "PERFECTION" TILL CHRIST COMES! With this they went ROARING into the NEXT DECADE - NO "CHARACTER-BUILDING" POSSIBLE - has to be "GIVEN!" as
"GIFT!" ACCORDING TO "EVERYMAN'S TALMUD" p.92. WITH BRINSMEDA - "REPENT!" AFTER DEATH! p.109. ALL SORTS OF CONFUSED DRIVEL -

(1950 to 1970) p.93 to 96; 99 to 106; 110 to 124. (TO THE END OF THIS 1977 BOOK) p.135 to 136, 142, 148, 153. THE SILENCE to this "NEW-MODELLING THE CAUSE" - THE SILENCE WAS DEAFENING!

PAXTON - PROFESSIONAL WRITER WHO EVALUATED

"THE SHAKING OF ADVENTISM" - 1844 - 1888 - 1950 - 1960 - 1970 - said: "...FROOM ACTED MORE IN THE CHARACTER OF AN "APOLOGIST!" AND "WISHFUL THINKER!" THAN THAT OF AN "OBJECTIVE HISTORIAN!" p.65. DID HE EVER HIT THE BULL'S-EYE! In his HAIR-SPLITTING DEFINITIONS - he set the STAGE and the TUNE for the FUTURE DANCING OF ADVENTISM INTO THE MYSTIC WORLD OF "GRACE ALONE!" and "FAITH ALONE!" p.78-9. "SPEARHEADED" by "FROOM" and "ANDERSON!" p.83. BUT "OPPOSED" BY "ANDREASEN!" p.83. Although he prefers to AVOID the TERM - rather calling it "PERFECTIONISM!" he does ACKNOWLEDGE that LIFE'S ULTIMATE GOAL IS "CHARACTER-BUILDING!" or "GIVEN AS A "GIFT!" And although the "TIME ELEMENT" caused the BREAKUP INTO 3 SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT - STRANGELY AND MYSTERIOUSLY - HEPPENSTALL WITH HIS YARD-LONG LIST OF BABYLONISH DEGREES - SEEMS TO HAVE WON THE FIELD WITH LITTLE OR NO OPPOSITION - "CHARACTER!" (PAXTON PREFERENCES TO CALL IT: "PERFECTIONISM!" p.105) "GIVEN!" as a "GIFT!" at the "SECOND COMING!"

WE WERE RIGHT ON WHEN WE SAW THE SAME THING!

WE ALSO SAW: "DR. HEPPENSTALL'S RADICAL DEVIATION FROM "TRADITIONAL!" ADVENTISM WAS ABLE TO PASS "UN-CHALLENGED!" DR. DESMOND FORD AND PASTOR L.C. NADEN WERE AMONG OTHERS who adopted the "NEW APPROACH...!" p.106.

IT APPEARS THIS "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!"

THAT "PHILADELPHIA!" HAS TO CONTEND WITH - Rev. 3:9,10 - ARE INCAPABLE OF THINKING OR STUDYING FOR THEMSELVES

"NONE OF THEM SEE IT - DO NOT REALIZE -

they are TEACHING IT - they are not called: "BLIND!" FOR NOTHING! But they are actually TEACHING that AFTER the "HOLY SPIRIT" has been "WITHDRAWN!" and AFTER "7 LAST PLAGUES!" DESTROY THE EARTH - the SECOND THING they do not CONSIDER - the MYSTERY OF INIQUITY - how does this ELEMENT manage to BESTOW a "CHARACTER!" (Or grant "SINLESS PERFECTION!" on the "DEAD!" I DOUBT IF "FAITH ALONE!" will help them now!) But they could TRY - !!! WITH THE BIG "BLUES" SINGER OF THE TIME: "GIVE ME PLENTY OF "NOTHING!" AND "NOTHINGS" PLENTY FOR ME!" p.114.

THE "DO-NOTHINGS!" and "KNOW-NOTHINGS!"

"LIKEWISE in the Review and Herald we have BOTH advocation of "PERFECTIONISM!" and DENIAL of "PERFECTIONISM!" p.118. (WE SAW THE SAME! WE CALLED THEM: "DILLIES!" or "DOOZIES!") "DOUBLE-MINDED IN ALL THEIR WAYS!"

NOW THE $64.00 QUESTION:

SINCE THE PAXTON BOOK AND TIME - SINCE 1977 - is there any more SURETY OFFERED IN THE "STANDISH CONSORTIUM!" OR IS THERE ONLY ONE CLEAR-CUT SOLUTION: "COME APART AND BE YE SEPARATE!" "AND I WILL RECEIVE YOU AND YE SHALL BE MY SONS AND DAUGHTERS!"

SINCE THE 1977 "PAXTON" BOOK -

WHAT CLOSER TIES HAVE BEEN FORGED COMING CLOSER IN "UNITY!" TO "BABYLON!" THE AGENTS AND DECOYS OF SATAN - BEAT THEIR VOODOO TOM-TOMS FOR "SUNDAY LAW!" AND "FORCE!" ANY SIGN OF "FORCE!" they make the most of
it - one on a race with the other. They know the money will pour in! And the membership will huddle closer together for warmth and safety.

BUT WHAT IF THEY ARE "DEAD-WRONG!"

There will be no "force!" - no "sunday law!" Adventist probation is "over!" at the "sunday law!" Did you read that Satan comes with the "sunday law!" GC 624. 1884 GC 442. Did you read that "before the storm!" before the "sunday law!" adventists keep "sunday!" GC 608. 1884 GC 426. So terrified of "sunday laws!" by all these false laodicean prophets that to escape the "death decree" - they keep "sunday! - !!!" Instead of huddling together - they draw apart! They are going to play it "safe!" before the storm! The church sees them fleeing in terror - so they "legalize!" sunday-keeping on half the earth's surface! Keep sunday and keep your "membership!" and watch them next easter! "...fear hath torment. He that feareth is not made perfect in love!" 1 John 4:18. (We are to fear God - not "man!"")

DO WE HUDDLE TOGETHER FOR "FEAR!" OF "MAN!" - ???

"Say ye not, a "confederacy!" to all them to whom this people shall say, "a confederacy!" neither fear ye their fear, nor be "afraid!" ...let "him!" be your "fear!" and let "him!" be your "dread!"" ISA. 8:12-3.

perfect love to God keeps his commandments.

Then they are worthy of the "seal of the living God!" once sealed - they cannot die - !!! "They raised the sword to kill us, but it broke, and fell as powerless as a straw!" EW 34. "Those who receive the "seal of the living God!" and are protected in "the time of trouble," must reflect the image of Jesus fully!" EW 71.

the end of houteff and heppenstall!
(A) There is NO "SHEPHERD'S ROD" SLAUGHTER!  (B) There is NO WAITING FOR "HEPPENSTALL'S" "PERFECTIONISM" AT CHRIST'S COMING!  (C) They have to be "PERFECT" to receive the "SEAL!"  (D) To be "PROTECTED!" in the "TIME OF TROUBLE!" LONG BEFORE THE "COMING!" (READ ALL OF EW 71).

TRANSLATED WITHOUT SEEING DEATH!  EW 164.

"NEXT came the MULTITUDE of ANGRY WICKED, and NEXT a MASS of EVIL ANGELS, hurrying on the WICKED to SLAY the SAINTS. But BEFORE they could approach GOD'S PEOPLE, the WICKED must first pass this COMPANY of MIGHTY, HOLY ANGELS. (I LIKE THESE WORDS!) THIS—WAS—IMPOSSIBLE!"  EW 283.  "HE—WOULD—DELIVER—EVERY—ONE!"  EW 284.  "O GRAVE, WHERE IS THY VICTORY!"  EW 287.

BROTHER C.F. DAVIS WHEN HE WAS WITH US —

said he wondered how there could be 2 "TIMES OF TROUBLE SUCH AS NEVER WAS!" So he prayed about it and we fully believe the Lord gave him the RIGHT ANSWER. SATAN SPILLED ENOUGH BLOOD IN THE "DARK AGES" TO FLOAT THE BRITISH NAVY IN ITS HEYDAY. THAT BLOOD ACTED AS SEED TO BRING FORTH 2 TO EVERY 1 THAT WAS MARTYRED! BUT IN THE END OF TIME THERE IS NO OBJECT OF A CROP—SLAYING ON A MASSIVE SCALE WILL NOT BE ALLOWED — !!!  EW 284.

THIS "TIME OF TROUBLE" SUCH AS NEVER WAS —

will be for the WICKED — !!! in "7 LAST PLAGUES!" THE TABLES ARE TURNED — !!! INSTEAD OF THE USELESS YAPPING — THE "CLATTERING OF HUMAN LIPS" ABOUT "SUNDAY LAWS" EVER AROUND THAT PROVERBIAL CORNER (HAS BEEN FOR 100 YEARS!) and the WICKED ARE "ENRAGED!" at SABBATH-KEEPERS. The WICKED Couldn'T CARE LESS IF WE KEEP THE SABBATH OR NOT!

WHAT WILL MAKE THEM CARE —
IS AFTER "SUNDAY LAW" AFTER ALL PROBATION IS OVER - !!!!
IT IS THE "PLAGUES!" THAT WILL "ENRAGE!" THE WICKED
and PASS THE "DEATH DECREE!" EW 36. THAT WILL BE
THEIR "TIME OF TROUBLE!"

AND IT WILL BE THE "SUNDAY-KEEPING" ADVENTISTS -

that will PASS THE "DEATH DECREE" WITH THEIR CATHOLIC
LAWYERS. MAGEN 1,2. It is all a matter of if we want
to go by "IT IS WRITTEN!"

PAXTON NEVER DREAMED - (NEITHER DID WE - !!!!)

Of what we face - 1992. NOT AN ENRAGED "SATAN!" But
sneaking in the BACK DOOR with "LOVE UNLIMITED!" and
in that "27 THING!" WILSON GAVE US "LOVE UNCONDITION-
AL!" And sure as the SUN coming up TOMORROW MORNING -
one NINNIE after the OTHER - "LOVE!" IS "UNCOND-
TIONAL!"

THE WORST BLASPHEMY OF ALL - !!!!

J. DAVID NEWMAN - EDITOR OF SDA "MINISTRY" MAGAZINE -
CASTING AROUND FOR A SUITABLE "ASSOCIATE EDITOR" to
suit the TEMPER of the TIMES - chose one "MARTIN
WEBER" who wrote "PAM'S TORTURED CONSCIENCE" -

THIS IS AN EXTENSION OF
PENTECOSTAL-EVANGELICAL-LAODICEANISM.

IN "JESUITISM" - the ART of the "SACRAMENT OF PENANCE"
and "ABSOULATION" is to "FREE FROM GUILT!" Read this
"MINISTRY ARTICLE" (MARCH p. 24) and see that WEBER
has this down PAT! That is the FIRST THING WEBER
EMPLOYED to FREE HER (PAM) from the FLAGELLATION and
SCOURGING of her CONSCIENCE PAM was going through like
ELIJAH'S BAAL-PRIESTS. ELIJAH did not tell them to
STOP! He said SLASH yourselves DEEPER! JUMP HIGHER!
SOMETIMES a JESUIT might do that also - LUTHER almost
KILLED himself several times. But in this case WEBER "SOOTHSAYED" her with the ARGUMENT of SOPHISM that HEPPENSTALL LIKED TO CAPITALIZE: and BRINSMEAD and PAXTON were ADAPT at CONJURING. If for no reason to put them under their feet!

PONTIFICATION!

"You see (PAM) ALL of us FALL SHORT of "PERFECTION!" So there is NO DIFFERENCE, NO DISTINCTION - NONE are BETTER or WORSE than OTHERS IN THE CHURCH. We all deserve DAMNATION!" (OUR EMPHASIS ADDED THROUGHOUT THESE PAPERS. DO NOT QUOTE. SEE ORIGINAL.)..."REALLY, NONE of us are any more WORTHY than the most DESPERATE CRIMINAL CRINGING on DEATH ROW!...EQUALLY UNWORTHY!... (BY GRACE YOU HAVE BEEN SAVED!)

WEBER/MINISTRY.)

5 FEET DEEP - !!!

"VICTORY OVER SIN NEVER BECOMES THE BASIS OF OUR SALVATION! THE MIRACLE OF A CHANGED LIFE NEVER BECOMES OUR TICKET TO HEAVEN!..."But Pastor, I want so much to OVERCOME every Sin!" "THE DEVIL KNOWS THAT...many earnest Christians actually COMPETE AGAINST CHRIST!"

(SOUNDS LIKE BRINSMEAD AS HE WENT OFF THE DEEP END - THAT'S ENOUGH OF THAT!) (NO! A BIT MORE!) "...we don't have to live in the DUNGEON of SPIRITUAL INSECURITY. Having entrusted ourselves to Jesus WE CAN KNOW WE ARE "SAVED!" (GLORY! HALLELUJAH! p.30.)

CONSCIENCE NOW SEARED AS WITH A HOT IRON - !!!

AS HISTORY IS REPEATED, we look BACK to the DAYS OF THE "REFORMATION!" THE CROWNING TRIUMPH OF LUTHER. ARE YOU FILLED WITH "HORROR!" as LUTHER WAS, the "TETZEL'S" (THE "MARTIN WEBERS" OF THIS COMMUNE!)

(READ THE FULL RECORD IN 1884 GC 103 to 118. But since we want you to FOLLOW ALONG WE USE THE BOOK YOU HAVE SO YOU ARE WITHOUT EXCUSE. THE LORD CALLS IT EXACTLY WHAT WE CALLED IT but not fully away - "TETZEL ...BLASPHEMOUS PRETENDER!" 1884 GC 102. "TETZEL... BLASPHEMOUS ASSUMPTIONS OF THE "INDULGENCE-MONGERS!"

YOUR GC 128.
ZWINGLE PICKED UP THE THEME AND PREACHED

ZEALOUSLY AGAINST THE "PARDON-MONGERS!" GC 179. "TETZEL'S "INDULGENCES!" FORGIVING SIN EVEN BEFORE YOU COMMITTED IT! Was "GRASPED EAGERLY" by "THOUSANDS!" who wanted "LUTHER!" to get on the BANDWAGON as "GOLD AND SILVER FLOWED INTO" THE PAPAL TREASURY! GC 128.

THIS LED LUTHER TO NAIL HIS "95 THESIS!"

on the CHURCH DOOR. GC 129. Not long after - LUTHER called the POPE - "ANTICHRIST!" 1884 GC 117. "...AN ARROGANT AND BABBLING DESPOT!" GC 136.

THE ARROGANT AND BABBLING DESPOTS IN THE "REVIEW!"

Lost no time to get this ADVENTIST "TETZEL!" (MARTIN WEBER) TO HURRY AND WRITE THE "PARDON-MONGERING" ARTICLE OF ALL "PARDON-MONGERING" ARTICLES! "HEAVEN ON OUR SIDE!" BY MARTIN WEBER, "ADVENTIST REVIEW" (AR - March 26, 1992, p. 8 (329). Seeing how they LIKED that THEOLOGICAL "BLASPHEMY!" all that much - he gave them some more "CHEAP, SECOND-RATE "GOSPEL!" to suit the LOWEST TASTES!

"UNMASK THE PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES!"

...Be not deceived, MANY will depart from the FAITH, giving heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES OF DEVILS! We have now before us the "ALPHA" of this danger. The "OMEGA" will be of a most startling nature! SM 1:196-7. 1904. Expect the "IGNORANT RABBLE!" (LIFE OF PAUL p. 108) "THE WORTHLESS MOB!" (LP 85) "WITH THE FURY OF DEMONS!" (LP 216) "FRIVOLOUS, THOUGHTLESS CLASS!" (LP 93) and the "PROMISCUOUS AUDIENCE!" (LP 92). EXPECT THEM TO BE HIGHLY OFFENDED as we discovered the TRUTH - that DAVID -

AN EXAMPLE OF A MAN WHO SINNED AND DID NOT SEEK
THE "TETZEL" - "WEBER" TYPE TO SEAR THEIR CONSCIENCE AND BE UNFEELING AS TO THEIR SIN - !!! EXPECT "JESUITS!" "TALMUDISTS!" "Masons!" "atheists!" "IN-FIDELS!" "TIPPLERS!" "DRUNKARDS!" "CELEBRATE!" AROUND THEIR "GOLDEN CALF!" WITH "WIT!" AND "MERRIMENT!" AND "FEASTING!" AND "DANCING!" SM 2:124-5. EV. 621-2. One way to get "RID OF GUILT!"

DAVID'S SIN WAS: "EVER BEFORE HIM!" PP 732.


THE ORIGINAL BOOK - "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" BOOK (1)

"DAVID'S SIN BROUGHT CONTINUALLY TO HIS MIND!" SOP 1:381. "If thou SEEK HIM, HE WILL BE FOUND OF THEE!" SOP 1:389. PP 751. DAVID'S SIN WEAKENED HIS MANHOOD AND NOBILITY - so that he was too TOLERANT at the SIN and REBELLION of his son - "ABSALOM!" SIN ALWAYS LEAVES A SCAR AND WEAKENING OF CHARACTER. So that when "ABSALOM" met his RIGHTFUL END - DAVID went BERSERK and had to be SHARPLY brought to his SENSES when he went into a SULK and LAMENTED: "O MY SON AB-SALOM, MY SON, MY SON!" PP 744.

REMEMDS US OF WHEELING - WEAKENING HIS MANHOOD BY GIVING HIS HEART AND SOUL TO THAT ORGANIZATION SO AT ITS DEATH HE ALSO WENT AROUND LAMENTING: "MY CHURCH! MY CHURCH! MY CHURCH!" CAN HE SNAP OUT OF IT - ??? AND SERVE THE LIVING - ??? "LET THE DEAD - BURY THEIR DEAD - !!!" It is soon time to DROP "ADVENTISIM!" and give "THE LOUD CRY!" And never mind SULKING that we did not do it SOONER! "REDEEM THE TIME!" DROP THAT DEAD BODY OR THE LORD WILL DROP YOU - !!! WHAT ELSE DOES: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" - MEAN - ??? NOW IT IS: "COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE!" THE SAME MESSAGE. THE ONE "SWELLS INTO!" THE "LOUD CRY!" Make SURE you do it RIGHT!
Heaven on Our Side
How We Should See the Judgment

STATIC-FREE DEVOTIONS, 14

TO DISCOVER AMERICA FOR CHRIST, 20
ALL MEN EQUAL - ??? THE "BROTHERHOOD"(?) OF MEN - ???

Many "MINISTERS" are NOT "Equal!" Although they may be the LOUDEST to CLAIM so. From a modern day Prophet who had an uncommon insight into the "NATURE OF MAN" - "MANY (UNSACRIFIED MINISTERS) will stand in our Pulpits with the Torch of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands - kindled from the HELLISH TORCH of SATAN."
"Testimonies to Ministers" p.409. They will NOT consider us "EQUAL" if we challenge what they are Teaching - but will "CAST US OUT!" They will NOT let us "GROW UP TOGETHER until the Harvest!" Matt. 13:30. And then HOLLER after us: "OFFSHOTS!"

WE DID NOT "OFFSHOOT!" - THEY DID!

PROOF THAT "THEY" ARE NOT "EQUAL!"

Christ said to the SCRIBES - PHARISEES - SADDUCEES of His time: "THE PUBLICANS and HARLOTS go into the Kingdom - BEFORE YOU!" Matt. 21:31. (Said the Prophet's angel): "pointing to those in the R&H (CHURCH) OFFICE: "Except your RIGHTEOUSNESS shall exceed the RIGHTEOUSNESS of the Scribes and PHARISEES, ye shall IN NO CASE enter into the Kingdom of Heaven!"
"A PROFESION (FAITH ALONE!) is NOT ENOUGH!" - "TESTIMONIES TO THE CHURCH" Vol. 3:193,197.

EVERY MOTHER KNOWS -

If she has 2 Sons or 2 Daughters - they are NOT the same! They have entirely DIFFERENT NATURES - TEMPERAMENTS - DISPOSITIONS.

LET'S REDUCE THIS TO ITS EQUATION:

We know what "JUSTIFICATION" means. (Or do we?)
We know what "SANCTIFICATION" means. (Or do we?)
Both these Terms plays around the PERIMETER OF THE ACHIEVEMENT CALLED: "CHARACTER!" We cannot deal with this Subject without coming to:

"STEPS TO CHRIST!"

"JUSTIFICATION" IS (To Counter the Liberal Ministry that they call: "AN AWAKENING!") (Or the "NEW THEOLOGY!" - as OLD as the DEVIL!) "JUSTIFICATION" is
merely a MOMENTARY PROMISE or PLEDGE or OATH or COVENANT with God - to STOP being a REBEL and START to LIVE by the GOLDEN RULE.

AND THEN WHAT - ???

And then you see "THE PATH CAST HIGH ABOVE THE EARTH!" and "FEW there be that FIND it!" And of the FEW that DO FIND IT - all along that PATH (on their way to the Kingdom) they are FALLING OFF - BACK to the DARK and Wicked World below PSAL. 119:105; 23:3; 25:10. PROV. 4:18; 3:6. ISA. 58:12.

BACK TO THE WICKED WORLD BELOW.

The SMOKER goes to his WEED. The DRUNKARD goes BACK to his CUPS. (And the COMPANY!) You know this as well as we know it. So what is this THOUGHTLESS talk about being "EQUAL?"

THE BIBLE CALLS FOR "SEPARATION" FROM THE WORLD.

Is there no CREDIT for one that OVERCOMES self and the Devil - we are still "EQUAL?" The COMMUNIST and the TRADE-UNIONIST talk about the "BROTHERHOOD OF MAN!" As he empties his Machine-Gun into his "BROTHER!" And calls the "CHRISTIAN" a "HYPOCRITE!" He is not. I never hear of anyone having to stand in Line for "VODKA!" In Atheism only for "BREAD!"

EVERYONE IN THE WORLD - HATES AND DESPISES -

a "HYPOCRITE!" The SHAM - the COUNTERFEIT - the FOUR-FLUSHER - the SHOW-OFF - the EGOTIST - the WAR-MONGER that talks "PEACE!" (At His Price.) Or the "WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES" that supplies ARMS for REVOLUTIONARY TERRORISTS Or Preach to be ACCLAIMED by a PERVERSE GENERATION. If they are "BROTHERS" - so is my Dog.

CHARACTER.

MAN/WOMAN or BOY/GIRL decides to behave and BUILD FORM - DEVELOP a "CHARACTER." Put aside CHILDLISH things and live RESPONSIBLY. Act grown-up. For one that makes it - one Hundred fail. Now we come to the End of the Road. "...for we shall ALL stand before the JUDGMENT SEAT of Christ...every knee shall bow...every tongue shall CONFESSION. EVERY ONE OF US shall give account of HIMSELF to God." Romans 14:10-12.

OR AS REVELATION 21:27 PUTS IT:

"And there shall in no wise enter into it anything [Insert Page 2]"
that DEFILETH, neither whatsoever worketh ABOMINATION, or MAKETH a LIE, but THEY which are WRITTEN in the Lamb's "BOOK OF LIFE!"

AND ALSO REVELATION 22:12:

"And, behold, I come quickly, and MY REWARD is with Me, to give EVERY MAN as his "WORK" shall be." (Let's see the Modern Ministry wiggle out of THAT ONE!)

LOOKING AT THIS SCENE -

the way it is - the way it OUGHT-TO-BE! What chance does the Modern "MEN-PLEASING" Ministry stand - when THEY (THE "LIBERAL" MINISTRY!) stand when "THEY" have to give an Account for PROMISING the Wicked - "LIFE!"

By a WISH ("FAITH ALONE!") and a PRAYER ("NO WORKS!")

"FOR THE LEADERS OF THIS PEOPLE - CAUSE THEM TO ERR - and they that are led of "THEM" ARE DESTROYED!" Isa. 9:16.

Ladies and Gentlemen - "Brothers and Sisters!"

Consider the one who does the "BEST!" he can - and that Preacher comes along - "ALL MEN ARE EQUAL!"

YOU KNOW WHAT THAT IS - ???

ANN DeMICHAEL of "THE NARROW PATH" wrote - when a "MOVEMENT" called "THE AWAKENING" came from AUSTRALIA with "WE HAVE NO "RIGHT triousNESS" OF OUR OWN - IT IS ALL WITHOUT!"

"VERILY there is a REWARD for the RIGH TEOUS!"

Psa. 58:11.

"He heareth the PRAYER of the RIGH TEOUS!"

Prov. 15:29.

"He that is RIGH TEOUS - let him be RIGH TEOUS still!"

Rev. 22:11.

* * * * * * * * * *

FORENSIC "RIGHTEOUSNESS!" (not REAL!)

THE SAME MYTHICAL ILLUSION in a Book by DR. EDWARD HOEHN, M.D. "RELATIVE" CHARACTER - (Not REAL - only COUNTED so!) RELATIVE "PERFECTION!" (Wouldn't they like THAT!)

THAT IS "ROMANISM!"

That PHILOSOPHY leaves room for HOLY NUNS and HOLY MONKS gaining "MERITS!" for YOU! What a Crop of WICKEDNESS will come up! Does come up. Bring righteousness "DOWN!" [Insert Page 3]
ALL "EQUAL!" ON A LEVEL!

Every decent person should set his MIND and CONVictions to the TRUTH that God "REWARDS!" good "WORKS!" Rev. 22:12. John 9:4; 10:38; 14:11,12.

AND WHY NOT - ???

EVERY PARENT IS RIGHTLY PROUD of a Son or Daughter that ACHIEVES - WINS - also the TEACHER - COACH - INSTRUCTOR - ALL are justly PROUD - on GRADUATION DAY! WHY NOT SO WITH GOD AND WITH LIFE? The just PRIDE of ACHIEVEMENT!

WE WON THE RACE! WE WON THE CROWN!

GOD HIMSELF WILL THROW OPEN THE GATES OF HIS KINGDOM.

"MANY are CALLED - but FEW are CHOSEN!" Is that not the Way it ought to be? Here is where COLOR - RACE - RICH or POOR - does not matter. All have an "EQUAL" CHANCE to WIN the CROWN OF LIFE. "JOINT HEIRS WITH CHRIST!" Romans 8:17.

THE WICKED ARE NOT "EQUAL" WITH THE RIGHTEOUS:

The only "EQUALITY" is "IN CHRIST!" COLOR OR RACE - RICH OR POOR - DOES NOT MATTER! THE "EQUALITY" IS "WITH CHRIST!" THE TEST IS: "CHARACTER!" SOP 1:198, 200, 297-8, 306, 365, 377.

LET US RESOLVE - NOT TO BE "EQUAL!"

BUT TO RISE ABOVE THE "SCUM!" EZEKIEL 24:6,11,12; 22:18,30. EVERYONE ADMires A NOBLE CHARACTER. BUILD IT - !!! SHOW that you can DO IT - !!! WIN the RACE!

NO LONGER REMAIN "EQUAL!" GET ABOVE THE "MOB!"
THE SICKEST PICTURE WE EVER SAW - !!! EXACTLY AS PREDICTED! THE DEVIL'S TRAIN OF "UNIVERSALISM!"

"This DELUSION will SPREAD, and we shall have to CONTEND with it FACE TO FACE; and unless we are PREPARED for it, we shall be ENSNARED and OVERCOME...

SAID THE ANGEL, "They are BINDING in BUNDLES ready to BURN!...they are going with LIGHTNING SPEED to PERDITION!"

"I ASKED THE ANGEL IF THERE WERE NONE LEFT...

He bade me look in an OPPOSITE DIRECTION, and I saw a "COMPANY" travelling a "NARROW PATHWAY!" All seemed to be FIRMLY UNITED, BOUND TOGETHER by the TRUTH, IN BUNDLES, or COMPANIES. Said the Angel, "The THIRD ANGEL is BINDING, or SEALING, them in BUNDLES for the HEAVENLY GARNER." THIS LITTLE COMPANY looked CAREWORN, as if they had passed through SEVERE TRIALS and CONFLICTS...This ONE THING is evidence enough for the CHRISTIAN, if there is no other; namely, that there is NO DIFFERENCE made between the PRECIOUS and the VILE...

_________________________________________________________

(YOU KNOW - often as I write this out - not fully aware as to what is coming - it is almost a PHYSICAL SHOCK - !!! At how this FITS - RIGHT ON! the PRESENT SITUATION! "NO DIFFERENCE!" "NO DIFFERENCE!" YOU REMEMBER - ???) (MARTIN WEBER: SDA MINISTRY/MARCH/1992 p. 25 -- - - "PAM...THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE, NO DISTINCTION - NONE are BETTER or WORSE than OTHERS in the Church. We ALL deserve DAMNATION...NONE of us are any more WORTHY than the MOST DESPERATE CRIMINAL CRINKING ON DEATH-ROW...THE GOSPEL THAT MAKES US ALL EQUAL... (With a lot of NONCONSEQUENTIAL "DIRT!" and "RUBBISH!" IN BETWEEN that has to be "BRUSHED OUT!"

EW 82-3.)

_________________________________________________________

"DISCOVER THE SNARE!...there is NO DIFFERENCE between the PRECIOUS and the VILE. THOMAS PAINE...one of the VILEST and most CORRUPT of men, one who DESPISE GOD AND HIS LAW...LIVE AS YOU PLEASE, HEAVEN IS YOUR HOME!...Thus the WORLD is taken in the SNARE! and LULLED
into a FEELING of "SECURITY!" (THE SONG and DANCE of BRIEN SMITH - FORD - JOHNSON - 5 IDIOTS IN A ROW!)
"HEAVEN IS ON OUR SIDE" MARTIN WEBER - "ADVENTIST REVIEW" MARCH 26, 1992. p. 8 (328) to 11 (331).

THE VOODOO CHANT OF THE "CHARISMATICS!"

"UNIVERSALISM!" EVERYBODY SAVED! EVEN MIKE CLUTE AND THE DEVIL - !!! "LET'S "CELEBRATE - !!!" STARING RIGHT AT YOU IN THAT PICTURE ON THE COVER OF THE "REVIEW!" "HEAVEN ON OUR SIDE!" FULLY PREDICTED! EW 88 to 92; 262 to 265.

"A FEELING OF SECURITY...UNTIL THE 7 LAST PLAGUES!

SHALL BE POURED OUT! SATAN LAUGHS AS HE SEES HIS PLAN SUCCEED SO WELL AND THE WHOLE WORLD TAKEN IN THE SNARE!" EW 266. (A LITTLE MORE IN SOME BOOKS IN "APPENDIX" p. 301.)

(MARTIN WEBER: "REDEEMED TOGETHER!" "ALL SHARE PER FECTION!" "UNWORTHY BUT PERFECT!" "HE WILL COUNT YOU "PERFECT!" "VICTORY OVER SIN NEVER BECOMES THE BASIS OF OUR SALVATION!"

ADVENTIST "CONFESSIONAL!"

SO GO AHEAD AND SIN SOME MORE - !!!

FOR THE "DO-NOTHINGS!" and the "KNOW-NOTHINGS!" that will say: "HE DOES NOT MEAN IT THE WAY IT SOUNDS!" WHY DOES IT SOUND THAT WAY - !!!

THE END OF ADVENTISM - !!!

(EVERY TIME I LOOK AT THAT PICTURE - IT MAKES ME SICK - !!!)

(WHAT IS THAT PICTURE SAYING - ???) THE BREAK UP OF THE UNIVERSE - !!!
LISTENING TO A TAPE

put out by "HOPE INTERNATIONAL" - called "ADVENTIST ROUNDTABLE" - September 1989, from EATONVILLE, WASH.
My first (or rather second) impression of this tape - going by the literature sent with it - that we are to familiarize ourselves with the leaders of "HOPE INTERNATIONAL" - I expected to hear the Moderator - the one who CHOOSES who is to speak (and the subject) - would introduce the Speaker so we would know WHO it is that is TALKING. For the most part - on the 1st side - I missed it - and all I could do was WONDER who the SPEAKERS were - and I am certainly NOT going to go back and listen to it again to find out - ONCE IS MORE THAN ENOUGH - !!!

WHAT I WAS INTERESTED IN DOING

when I came to HOPE, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA - (this has nothing to do with "HOPE" INTERNATIONAL) - the first place I was interested in was the BOOK STORE - there they had an EXTENSION MICROPHONE so anyone in the Book Store could listen to the meetings - and there I heard the strangest recital by an obvious FOOL - so I had to rush over to the auditorium to see just WHO-IT-WAS - !!! It was ADVENTIST SAINT MAXWELL - and I saw the SPECTACLE of a DODDERING OLD FOOL - who was cracking what he thought was a joke - one after the other - and I noticed that NO ONE LAUGHED - !!! NOT ONE on the platform - NOT ONE in the AUDIENCE. I particularly noted that they all sat there, like one Missionary remarked after YEARS in AFRICA - and the NATIVE PEOPLE - if the Minister said something WORTH WHILE - would catch the eye of another - nod and smile at each other - (or raise their eye-brows) - FOR YEARS he was used to RESPONSE - to a hearty "AMEN!" - so he came to EXPECT a LIVE AUDIENCE - but he looked around in AMAZEMENT - (this was most likely his FIRST MEETING after coming to AMERICA) - he tapped the microphone - "Is this thing working?" - he was ASTOUNDED at NO RESPONSE - NO APPRECIATION for what he was saying --

SO HE BURST OUT -

- 34 -
"IS THIS MICROPHONE WORKING?" - are you HEARING what I am saying - ??? You sit their like a bunch of OWLS - NO FACIAL EXPRESSION - no SIGN of APPROVAL or DISAPPROVAL - just a "BUNCH OF OWLS" - AND THIS IS WHAT I SAW - (and looked for!) - at this HOPE, CANADA - MEETING by the FAMOUS BED-TIME STORY MAXWELL - I looked in AMAZEMENT - I could not see ONE - NOT ONE - that would look around to see how OTHERS were taking it - to see if OTHERS were perchance LAUGHING or showing SOME FACIAL EXPRESSION at the 'JOKES' that doddering Maxwell was cracking - no, not one looked around - I scanned that audience of perhaps 300 or even 500 - and I saw NOT ONE in the AUDIENCE or the PLATFORM - but that did nothing else but what this MISSIONARY remarked about - sitting there - row on row - EXPRESSION-LESS OWLS - NO RESPONSE - mentally BLANK! NEUTRAL! NO COMMENT!

THIS MEETING BY HOPE INTERNATIONAL

was like that. NO COMMENTS (not yet anyway - I am writing this after listening to SPEAKER #1 and partway into SPEAKER #2 - MY FIRST IMPRESSION. No doubt CHOSEN to set the TEMPO for the ones that follow. THE SAME AS THAT "27 BELIEFS BOOK - the SAME as how they FIXED UP "STEPS TO CHRIST." The SAME as they put in the R&H and all other Church and VOP Publications - as well as the TUCKER CIRCUIT - the SAME APPROACH - SHOVEL HEAPS and HEAPS of THE LOVE OF GOD!! on them - the really CRAZY "BABYLON" RELIGION that if you are OBEDIENT or DISOBEDIENT - God LOVES you JUST THE SAME - !!! You do not want me to call that CRAZY - ???." You call it ANYTHING you like - one thing about the "PEOPLE OF GOD!" - they DO NOT fall into line with MAJORITY THINKING or MAJORITY OPINION - if they did - they would be (like Adventists!) as EGW put it -

YOU WOULD HAVE TO GO -
OUTSIDE THE CHURCH -

to see the NAME above the DOOR - to know what Church you were in - for they would be so much like the WORLD - that: "NO DIFFERENCE CAN BE SEEN!"

- 35 -
We have on CBC-TV – (CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION) – we have once a week "FORUMS" – where they kick a certain subject around. Should we allow OTHER COUNTRIES to FISH in CANADIAN WATERS – HOMOS – LESBIANS – ABORTION – WHAT IS HAPPENING IN CHINA – EUROPE – MEXICO – to hold any such meeting – you HAVE to have a "MODERATOR." The FIRST THING he requires – is to give your NAME – OFFICE – QUALIFICATIONS – ADDRESS. Then you can TALK – and not before. PERIOD. The NEXT duty of the MODERATOR – is to HOLD the SPEAKER – to the SUBJECT. And the NEXT is to LIMIT him in the TIME allotted. WITHOUT such LIMITATIONS and REQUIREMENTS – this in NO WAY can be called (as the tape says) is an "ADVENTIST ROUNDTABLE." It was no such thing. NO ORDER WHATEVER. It was run under the PATTERN of the USUAL "SABBATH SCHOOL CLASS" – where you have NO FELLOWSHIP – NO ROUNDTABLE – just a plain "DICTATORSHIP" – NO DIFFERENCE OF OPINION WANTED NOR INVITED.

WROUGHT OR UNWRITTEN LAODICEAN "LAW!"

In the contemporary "SABBATH SCHOOL CLASS" – no different that a SERMON – no "FELLOWSHIP" – NONE AT ALL! Whether they were so instructed or not – makes no difference. NO DOUBT THEY WERE INSTRUCTED (or took if for granted) – there was to be NO ARGUMENT – no real DISCUSSION – NOT A WORD from the AUDIENCE – as QUIET as a MOUSE – as SILENT as the TOMB – about as interesting as a FUNERAL. "ROUNDTABLE" or "FORUM" means – CONTRARY OPINIONS – if, before they started – as all these "Revelation Seminars" degenerated from LIVELY GIVE and TAKE – to the LEADERS OPENLY ADMITTING – "LAST YEAR" we had "DIFFERENCE OF OPINION" – this YEAR – I promise you – there will be "NO CRITICISM!" Taking such an OATHE – is by a good CATHOLIC NUN or MONK – the "OATHE" of SILENCE and OBEDIENCE – the "OATHE" that WIELAND took in 1950. And only BROKE because FROOM-WILSON BROKE it in "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY!" They can come up with DIFFERENCES – as long as they abide by one "MAFIA ETHIC!" – (or call it JESUIT or TALMUDIC ETHIC!) – we are GOING THROUGH! as a GROUP – GROUP SALVATION – the "INDEPENDENT – INDIVIDUAL" – NO WAY! That is AXIOMATICAL.. LIKE WOLVES – their STRENGTH is in the PACK! They will EAT the one that falls out...that is the 'ETHIC' of a WOLF PACK! – 36 –
HOPE INTERNATIONAL WAS NO "ROUNDTABLE!"

Side 2 was a DIALOGUE between TWO. NO AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION. And these TWO had taken a BLOOD OATH - not to DIFFER "ON CAMERA." The ETHIC of the SDA MINISTRY - FIGHT all you like in the BACK ROOM - but come out in the open before the public - ARM in ARM - so as to instill "CONFIDENCE" in the BROTHERHOOD - TALMUDIC - JESUIT - MAFIA - ADVENTIST - "STYLE!" Show what "HARMONY" we have - or CLAMP YOUR MOUTH - SHUT! Adventist and Jehovah Witness - "BIBLE CLASS." The only RIGHT you have - is to AGREE! NO DISCUSSION wanted or will be TOLERATED - hence the "CELEBRATION" CHURCH.

SO THEY CAN TALK "KNOWINGLY"

about REVELATION this - or TESTIMONY that - to me it is as interesting as a FUNERAL! Especially when you do not know WHO is TALKING - NO MODERATOR - just a RUN-AWAY DIALOGUE (ONE WAY!) All the other one could do is GRUNT once in a while. IS THIS THE BEST THEY CAN DO - ???

AND THEY WILL NOT TOUCH A DEBATABLE SUBJECT WITH A 10-FOOT POLE - !!!

SO HOW DOES THE STANDISH TAPE START OUT - ???

This PROVES this was all PROGRAMMED - they START out with an array of arguments - the "GRACE" and "LOVE" of God is "UNCONDITIONAL!" If, after KNOWING the Will of God - and you OBEY or DISOBEY - He "LOVES" you JUST-THE-SAME! - and they did not say it here - but it was said in 100 R&H and other VOP and CHURCH MAGAZINE ARTICLES - He "LOVES" you "AS LONG AS LIFE SHALL LAST." Oh! The BOUNDLESS UNTHINKING "LOVE!" of a BLIND BABYLONIAN GOD! This is the way to raise HOODLUMS - by a MOTHER who loves NOT WISELY - but TOO WELL! DEFEND the BRAT no matter what he does - "LOVE!" him JUST THE SAME! A BLIND GOD LOOKS YOUR WAY, but does not see you. He sees "CHRIST!" If you HIDE, behind the SCREEN OF "ONLY BELIEVE!" Behind that
"FAITH ALONE!" SCREEN YOU CAN DO ANYTHING!

THIS IS THE PROTESTANT "ABSOLUTION!"

WHAT you "DO!" does not COUNT! As long as you employ the ABSOLUTION of "FAITH ALONE!" Do they not say - "WORKS!" do not COUNT - !!! Do they not go BEYOND THAT and MUMBLE about: "THE CURSE OF WORKS!" DOES NOT VENDEN GO BEYOND THAT AND PUT IN "THE WEEK OF PRAYER!" that "EFFORT!" only "MAKES THINGS WORSE!" DOES NOT FRED (FOREVER WRONG) WRIGHT tells us STRIVING and EFFORT - is a "DOUBLE SIN!" (YOU READ THAT AND LET IT PASS?) (THIS IS WHAT YOU WANT - ??? You also want: "7 LAST PLAGUES" - !!!) GOOD "BABYLON" TRIPE - "LOVE ABOVE LAW!"

THAT IS WHAT THE JEWS DID - !!!

The RABBIS would stand up there - DOING THAT VERY SAME THING - !!! THE "BLESSINGS" IN THE "COVENANT!" But NEVER mention the "IF" - "IF NOT" then He would "CURSE" your goings in and your comings out - and there were MORE WORDS USED for the "CURSES" than for the "BLESSINGS!" but the RABBIS then as now - deal only in the "BLESSINGS!" And this is the PATTERN laid down in the FIRST SPEAKER at this (jokingly called:) "ROUNDTABLE!" FROM DID THE SAME! He called it - "DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!" WEE WILLIE ALSO!

THUS A DAMPER IS PLACED ON THE NEXT SPEAKER

who laid down the "LAW!" to them - that they MUST be OBEDIENT - with that other thing ringing in their ears - they heard - NOTHING AT ALL! The "BLESSINGS" on them as a people - OUTRANG any other message - that is why they took TM: 15 - from "SERIES A" - page 314 - CHANGED it! And shoved it right up front - and most PREACHERS have that so WORN OUT - fingering and used SO OFTEN - they should XEROX a COUPLE HUNDRED COPIES and hand them out RIGHT and LEFT - !!! NO MATTER HOW DEFECTIVE they may be - it makes NO DIFFERENCE - they have a BLIND GOD and a "LOVE-SICK!" CHRIST - !!! As we have said 200 Times - they DARE NOT read the NEXT PAGE - !!! Speaking of THEM - the
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"SYNAGOGUE - !!!" (Also called: "CHURCH!")

STARTING OFF like that on that tape - that puts them HALF TO SLEEP - what matters what comes after THAT - !!! Just go through life - GUSHING over with: "LOVE!" (So does a Harlot!) She has "LOVE!" to spare! She loves her husband and other husbands also! As I heard one say on TV - why should he care - ??? She has "LOVE!" for them ALL !!! Her love spills over. And so they picture the GOD of the UNIVERSE - a LOVE-SICK POT-BELLED "BUDDHA" who "LOVES" ALL RELIGIONS - sprinkle a little "RE-INCARNAATION" over it and you have 1992 "ADVENTISM!"

ADVENTIST "RE-INCARNAATION!"

Before you get on your LAODICEAN HIGH-HORSE - let me PROVE it - !!! THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE IS: (A) 11th HOUR CALL. (B) MIDNIGHT CRY. (C) LOUD CRY. (And don't forget!) (D) The CLOSE of PROBATION.

THE RE-INCARNAATION THEORY

is based on THERE IS NO CLOSE OF PROBATION - !!! PROBATION IS OPEN FOR AGES - as you DEVELOP to a HIGHER or LOWER PLANE - as you are "RE-INCARNAATED" to another LIFE! Do you agree with A-B-C-D - ? That there IS a CLOSE OF PROBATION BEFORE THE 7 LAST PLAGUES - that "LOVE" DOES NOT LAST as long as LIFE LASTS - ??? There is an END of DISOBEDIENCE - and END to HOPE and PROBATION! That is NOT "RE-INCARNAATION!"

SO WHAT DOES THE TALMUD-LAODICEAN

"HEPPENSTALL" RELIGION mean that BRINSMED AND WRIGHT fell for - 60 days apart - as they counted the 1 or 2 MILLION $'s given to them when they accepted the HEPPENSTALL-BABYLON-MAXWELL BED-TIME STORY DOGMA - "CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE" when CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES - !!! "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" - PROBATION OVER - NO HOPE 7 PLAGUES BEFORE CHRIST COMES! "RE-INCARNAATION" IS: NO CLOSE OF PROBATION - NO 7 LAST PLAGUES - HOPE AS LONG AS LIFE SHALL LAST!
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THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE - CLOSE OF PROBATION followed by NO HOPE - !!!
RE-INCARNATION - NO CLOSE OF PROBATION - you have HOPE - following HOPE!

OFFERING HOPE - WHEN THERE IS NONE!

IS THE VERY BASIS OF "RE-INCARNATION!" This is HEPPENSTALL - MAXWELL - BRINSMEAD - WRIGHT 1970 - (MAXWELL THE SAME YEAR!) It was a CABALA - a JUNTO - a few men united in close design to take advantage of the many. THAT is known as: "KARMA!" (FATE! KISMET! HOPE AFTER PROBATION!) - is the Adventist "RE-INCARNATION!"

WE WERE WARNED!

It does not have to come in EXACTLY the SAME way - but "EVER CHANGING!" Yet amounts to the SAME THING! If PROBATION is NOT CLOSED after the "LOUD CRY!" - if "MERCY!" is FOLLOWED by WRATH - !!! POURED OUT without mixture of MERCY - how do you harmonize that with ADVENTIST "RE-INCARNATION!" - HOPE and MERCY after PROBATION IS OVER - !!!

"DOCTRINES OF DEVILS" IN LAODICEAN PULPITS. TM 409.

"PERIOD OF PROBATION..." (REPEAT - !!!) It does not HAVE to come EXACTLY the SAME WAY - it comes "IN EVER CHANGING FORMS!" So you are the more LIABLE to FALL for it! Which is WHY they are called: "FOOLISH (VERY FOOLISH!) FOOLISH VIRGINS!" (They are NOT even "VIRGINS!" They have long since forfeited the RIGHT to be called by THAT "NAME".)

ONE THING FOR SURE:

"A COMPANION OF FOOLS will be DESTROYED...DESTROYED for lack of JUDGMENT!" (Did you say: "DO NOT JUDGE?") "DESTROYED for LACK of "JUDGMENT!" TOO DUMB to come in out of the rain. This is the kind that would venture forth in
ENEMY TERRITORY - NO SWORD - NO ARMOUR - NO WEAPONS - NO ARROWS - NO SPEAR - NO NOTHING - "NAKED!" except for the "SHIELD!" "And knowest not that thou art...NAKED!" Rev. 3:12. You want us to SHED our DEFENSE - and do as the "FREEDOMITE DOUKHOBORS" of this AREA DO - venture forth (I am NOT KIDDING - I spoke to 1800 of them!) that will venture forth on various occasions -some of them as NAKED as the DAY they were BORN! They want to get at the BARE FACTS of the matter - as does: "LAODICEA!" in the HOUR OF MIDNIGHT DARKNESS...IMPENETRABLE!" But the STANDISH CONSORTIUM thinks they can "PENETRATE" it - when the Lord says: "IMPENETRABLE!" They, with HEPPENSTALL - are going to "PENETRATE" that DARKNESS - AFTER PROBATION HAS CLOSED for them! Now do you see the value of our STUDYING for over 50 YEARS - EVENTS in their "ORDER!"

"MIDNIGHT CRY CALLS FOR"

"Go ye OUT to meet Him!" NO - NO - NO - !!! "Go ye IN to meet Him!" So they venture forth - just exactly like KD&A - they had "FAITH!" in this "MOVEMENT" GOING THRU! and left DEAD BODIES strewn over the battlefield. DISOBEDIENT to the END - !!! And trying to HORN-SWOGGLE you in to FOLLOW THEM - !!! That will be the day! When we fall for their GUFF.

SO THIS TAPE FROM THEM -

Does not DARE to debate "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!" - no - let us talk about something that the WHOLE WORLD will AGREE on - the alleged "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE OF GOD!" You REBEL or do not REBEL - it is a SHAME to say it out loud - they say He "LOVES" you - "JUST THE SAME!" Then He must be as NUTTY as THEY ARE - !!! If He and they make NO DISTINCTION - !!! SENSELESS RABBLE! - !!!

AS THE "CHRISTMAS SPIRIT" IS NOT EASILY

displaced from the Christian Conscience - NO MORE than the "FESTIVE SEASON" as they whirled their partners around the "GOLDEN CALF!" - NO MORE than the "CELEBRATION CHURCH!" - REQUIRING a "MOSES" breaking the 10 COMMANDMENT TABLES OF STONE - to try to PENETRATE the
VIOLATED CONSCIENCES of the HAPPY JOYOUS EXUBERANCE - and there was NOT ONE thing that any HUMAN BEING could do to SLOW THE TEMPO - it had to be the JUDGMENTS OF GOD to bring some SANITY into the camp - for a little while. How long does history record it lasted - ??? Until KD+A - and did THAT do it - ???

NO - !!!

The whole GENERAL CONFERENCE STAFF was ATOMIZED on the SPOT - "250 PRINCES OF RENOWN!" GONE in a FLASH! Did THAT do it - ???

NO - !!!

14,700 of them had to go as well - and if MOSES - the OBJECT of their HATRED - had not interceded on their account - it would have been perhaps HALF THE CAMP - !!! And MOSES knew it - well enough. Before they had SOME RESPECT for the 'COMMANDMENTS OF GOD' - vs. BAAL and SEX WORSHIP upheld by JEZEBEL and her consort - AHAB the "KING" of Israel. GENERAL CONFERENCE PRESIDENT. Making us think TWICE of the Words of:

TWO CHURCHES IN COL. 406.

"...formed from a COMPANY that was once UNITED..." BRISBIN 24. RH 5:341. Sept. 19, 1983.

COMPANY (1) - RH 1:32 or T1:179 with FOOTNOTES - without which this can NEVER be UNDERSTOOD. This BREAK-AWAY "MOVEMENT" shall "COME!" (GC 464.) Called: "THE OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL!" Isa. 11:...

COMPANY (2) - see them "INDIFFERENT" and "CARELESS" - like WM. JOHNSON - "COULDN'T-CARE-LESS!" make "NO EFFORT!!" and the Angels of God - "LEFT THOSE WHO MADE NO EFFORT!!" T1:181. EW 270.

SEE THEM SNUGGLED DOWN IN COL. 406.

SOUND ASLEEP. THIS REPRESENTS "the CHURCH" - COL. 406. GC 393. SEE THEM WAKE UP BY THE "MIDNIGHT CRY" as the
2 PARTIES or CHURCHES eye each other - COL 406. Who can deny it - ???

IN THE 2nd MAILING OF TAPES

we may include 2 tapes that ANN DeMICHAEL just sent to me - that fits right in with (LOR). NOT KNOWN BY EACH OTHER - when VANCE FERRELL was working on "THIS IS LOR" - WD 51-56 - we were working on the EAR-MARKS of (LOR) in "AFTER 1888" - find who STARTED (LOR) so you have the OTHER HALF that is MISSING in Vance Ferrell's release. PILGRIM'S REST, BEERSHEBA SPRINGS, TN. 37305. POPULAR, like BILLY GRAHAM - but only HALF-A-MESSAGE! These 2 tapes - "NEW AGE" #1 and "NEW AGE" #2 - April 14, 1983 - years ago - might supply the MISSING LINK.

ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ

"LOVE!" and "UNITY!"

ALL CHURCHES (MUSLIMS and SHINTOISTS) ALL of them call for "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" but NOT ALL are as CRAZY as the ADVENTISTS. It had to be that "THEY" took the LEAD because when ISRAEL SINNED - they went LOWER that the NATIONS and the HEATHEN round about. "...the DAUGHTERS of the PHILISTINES, which are ASHAMED of thy LEWD WAY...As I live, saith the LORD GOD, SODOM thy SISTER HATH NOT DONE, she nor her DAUGHTERS, as THOU hast done, thou and THY DAUGHTERS!" Ezekiel 16:27,48.

THE "27" THING -

From 10 World Divisions - a COMMITTEE of 194 (NAMED p.v.) with NEAL C. WILSON in EX-CATHEDRA - before they show ONE "FUNDAMENTAL" - in the "INTRODUCTION" p.vii what their main BURDEN of "LOVE!" is going to be! AND-NOT-ONE-WRITER-OF-CHURCH-OR-REFORM - has said ONE WORD against it that we ever heard - and is EXACTLY what we PREDICTED!

LOWER THAN SODOM OR THE PHILISTINES!
THE WORLD is not THAT CRAZY - as to PREACH that the "LOVE!" of God is "UNCONDITIONAL!" p.vii,6,25,32,274,305, 350,356 and since that 392 page R&H BOOK CAME OUT - one EAGER-BEAVER after the other gets on the BAND-WAGON - the "LOVE!" of God is "UNCONDITIONAL!" Adopted as usual - "SECOND-HAND!" from a CATHOLIC and PICKED UP in 1972 by HAL LINDSEY - "SATAN IS ALIVE AND WELL ON PLANET EARTH!" "GOD LOVES ME UNCONDITIONALY!" p.219. (HAL LINDSEY 1972.) ADVENTISTS ALSO RAN.

SINCE HAL LINDSEY BOOKS ARE BEST-SELLERS -


SDA "MINISTRY" MAGAZINE -

SPANGLER - NEWMAN - WEBER. MARCH 1992. RELEASED LIKE A SPRING BY NEAL C. WILSON IN HIS "27 THING" - THIS "MINISTRY" - p.6 (TWICE!) p.8 (after much DOUBLE-TALK) p.10 By RICHARD FREDERICKS. p.21 "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" again pops up! And throughout this "MINISTRY!" and many others it is now the STYLE to take a SWIPE at "LEGALISM!" Since they sold out to BABYLON.

"ADVENTIST REVIEW" - March 26, 1992.

JOHNSON had to get his SHARE so he called in - MARTIN WEBER (the JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA) and 5 OTHER IDIOTS to hit the theme of "BLESSED ASSURANCE!" - "JESUS IS MINE!" - "I AM SAVED!" and that is for SURE! MARTIN WEBER p.11 (331). So let's CELEBRATE!


NUMBER 149 - JEFF REICH - out to get his SHARE! p.21 ("UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!") p.22 ("Is this "LOVE!" conditioned on ANYTHING? No...His is a "LOVE!" I cannot kill...an INDESTRUCTIBLE, ALL-POWERFUL "LOVE!" UGLY and UNLOVABLE as I may be, yet He loves me!) - 44 -
p.23 (CATegorically as MENTAL as they are!) Have to go to the HELL-PRIESTS to find this "NEW LIGHT!" that we NEVER heard of before! Suck it up like a SPONGE - NO RESISTANCE!


FEATURING ARNET MATHERS - pal of TY GIBSON - "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" - 3 TIMES-ON-THAT-PAGE! ENDING THAT ARTICLE WITH: "SUCH A "LOVE!" will DRAW US TOGETHER, rather than drive us APART!" p.45. THIS IS RELIGION - ??? THIS IS "THE LAST MESSAGE" - ??? THIS IS "THE MIDNIGHT CRY" - ??? THIS IS "THE LOUD CRY" - ???

OR IS THIS THE SIREN SONG OF THE DISSOLUTE HARLOT -

of T8:250 - of "SPIRITUALISM!" of GC 554,556,558 - ??? 1884 GC 374 to 379. "For "ALL" NATIONS have DRUNK of the WINE...of her FORNICATION...And I heard ANOTHER VOICE from Heaven, saying, COME "OUT!" of Her, MY PEOPLE, that ye be not PARTAKERS of her "SINS!" and that ye receive not of her "PLAGUES!" Rev. 18:3,4.

ADVENTISTS (and alleged "AWAKENING!")

have so long BOWED at the feet of the BARNHOUSES and the MARTINS - and PASSED THE DEADLY "R&H!" December 18, 1969 (p.20) RESOLUTION to teach "IN COMMON!" with BABYLON as PREDICTED in GC 445 (278). Ev. 235. REASON ENOUGH TO "CELEBRATE!" her CONQUESTS as she fills her HOUSE with all the QUEERS you see in there NOW - !!! And call the WEBERS and the JOHNSONS and the JEFF REICHS to "ECUMENICAL" - "LOVE AND UNITY!" Or else be a "NEUTRAL NUT!" - JEFF REICH MAGAZINE p.28 to 31. "LAYMEN MINISTRY NEWS" HC04, Box 94-C, St. Maries, Idaho 83861.

NEUTRAL NUT

"NOT ONE in that vast assembly dared utter ONE WORD FOR GOD and show his LOYALTY to JEHovah. What astonishing DECEPTION and fearful BLINDNESS...they remained "NEUTRAL!" If God ABHORS one SIN above another, of which His people
are "GUILTY!" It is in doing "NOTHING!" in case of an "EMERGENCY!" "INDIFFERENCE!" (T1:180-1) and "NEUTRALITY!" in a religious "CRISIS!" is regarded of God as a "GRIEVOUS CRIME!" and EQUAL to the VERY WORST TYPE OF HOSTILITY against God. ALL ISRAEL IS SILENT...!" T3:280-1. T4:87, 108, 213. TM 163, 290. B2:44. T8:155. COR 122. LP 111. RH 4:386. NL 68.

REAL GENUINE SURPRISE - !!!

JEFF REICH - as the LEADING MAN IN THE WORLD - perhaps even more FANATIONAL than WIELAND - laying his hand on ANYTHING he can dig up that "JONES AND WAGGONER" ever printed - for this same "JEFF REICH" to come in this MAGAZINE (SUMMER 1992) with an uncommon attack of HONESTY and EXPOSE (let alone 'ADMIT!') the PERFIDITY - what he himself RECORDS as the: "OPEN WAR!" of JONES and WAGGONER against "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" - "and walk DIRECTLY CONTRARY to THEM!" - (EGW) "HEED NOT HIS WORDS!" - "DR. KELLOGG CONTROLS...ELDER A.T.JONES!" - "UNDERHANDED MOVEMENTS!" - "HE DOES NOT KNOW WHAT SPIRIT IS LEADING HIM!" - (ELDER WAGGONER)...THE WARFARE CAME OUT IN THE OPEN...FOR THE NEXT SEVERAL YEARS...FEW CAN DISCERN...THE SOPHISTRIES ADVOCATED..."

"...if they "BELIEVE!" the TESTIMONEYS, why do they work CONTRARY to them - ???...(1903) the WARFARE came out in the OPEN...for the next SEVERAL YEARS...SOPHISTRIES..."The enemy of souls has sought to bring in the SUPPOSITION (is this the JEFF REICH we once knew? That ADVENTISTS would LEAD THE WORLD - and he dares print THIS;) "The ENEMY of souls has sought to bring in the SUPPOSITION (ONLY A "SUPPOSITION!") the SUPPOSITION that a "GREAT REFORMATION!" was to take place among "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS," and that this "REFORMATION" would consist in GIVING UP THE DOCTRINES...A NEW ORGANIZATION...BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER..." SM 1:203-205. (October 1903.)
WE LOOK AT THIS IN A LONG-RANGE VIEW -

We know what is PREDICTED in the "ORDER OF EVENTS!" but to see JEFF REICH publicly ADMIT that his PETS - JONES & WAGGONER were anything but SINLESS DEMI-GODS is a SURPRISE INDEED! For him to say: "It was obvious that ELDER JONES was heading down a road leading to a HEAD-ON COLLISION with the "GIFT OF PROPHECY"... (Jeff p.36). And so on - but he has to bring to his PERPETUAL IDIOM that there is SAFETY in NUMBERS and "WITHIN OUR CURRENT DENOMINATION!" (p.39) (Excepting, perhaps - at the "SUNDAY LAW!")

I WONDER IF HE, AND HIS "TY GIBSON" -

and his "ARNET MATHERS" and as PART of the "STANDISH CONSORTIUM" - will be among those who "...LULL their hearts into "SECURITY!" and DREAM NOT of "DANGER!" when STARTLED from their LETHARGY, they DISCERN their DESTITUTION (Oh! YES THEY DO!) and ENTREAT OTHERS to supply their LACK!" COL 411 (420).

WHAT DO WE SEE HERE - ???

WE SEE THE TABLES TURNED - !!! THESE PROUD LAODICEAN PHARISEES - looking down their nose at those who WOULD NOT GIVE $800.00 a year to the DRUG PROGRAM, to pay the WAGES OF CATHOLIC LAWYERS to RAIL-ROAD believers through the COURT SYSTEM - $500.00 a day FINES! - calling these "OFFSHOOTS!" and all kinds of DIRTY NAMES - just because they did not BOW before the ADVENTIST "IMAGE OF THE BEAST!" now in this HOUR of CRISIS! when all HYPOCRITICAL PRETENSE is VAIN - and now FORCED to ADMIRE the NOBLE UNCOMPROMISING UNYIELDING STAND of those they HATED - see the OPEN EVIDENCE that GOD IS THEIR ADVOCATE and SAVIOR - these WEASELERS are FORCED to "BOW AT THEIR FEET!" WTF 12. EW 15, 30, 37, 124.

"...AND ENTREAT OTHERS TO SUPPLY THEIR LACK!"
COL 411 (420.) This "CONFEDERACY OF EVIL!" will no longer BOAST of their "ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" - not now. Not ever again. READ THIS PAPER - AGAIN - !!! NOW! While it might still do some good! If it is not too late. We do not know. We may be lost also. If you MUST HAVE "I AM SAVED!" you could try to find JIMMIE (BRAGGART) SWAGGART! Or SDA MARTIN WEBER! or some other BUM!

THE BREAK-UP OF THE UNIVERSE!

THE GREATEST SLAUGHTER IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD - !!! "HIS EYES WERE AS A FLAME OF FIRE!...Then all faces gathered PALENESS, and those God had rejected gathered BLACKNESS. Then we "ALL!" cried out, "WHO SHALL BE ABLE TO STAND?"...Then...there was some time of AWFUL SILENCE...Then there was a MIGHTY EARTHQUAKE!" EW 16. WTF 16. "And the KINGS of the EARTH, and the GREAT MEN, and the RICH MEN, and the CHIEF CAPTAINS, and the MIGHTY MEN...HID THEMSELVES in the DENS, and in the ROCKS of the MOUNTAINS, and said to the MOUNTAINS and ROCKS, "FALL ON US!" and HIDE US from the FACE OF HIM that sitteth on the THRONE, and from the WRATH OF THE LAMB: for the GREAT DAY of HIS WRATH is come; and WHO shall be able to stand? EW 287.

TERROR OF MAN AND BEAST IS INDESCRIBABLE -

AS ALL NATURE BREAKS UP -

but the ADVENTIST ARTIST TAKES PEN IN HAND AND DRAWS THAT PICTURE FOR THE FRONT PAGE OF: "ADVENTIST REVIEW" March 28, 1992. (This publication p.31. LOOK AT IT AGAIN!")

THIS IS WHAT "WILLIAM JOHNSSON" WANTS?

THIS IS WHAT "MARTIN WEBER" WANTS?

THIS IS WHAT "FOLKENBERG" WANTS?

THEY WOULD TEAR HIM DOWN FROM HIS THRONE - and
DECEIVE THE WHOLE WORLD with that MOCKERY - that CARICATURE - that SUBLIMINAL BUFFOONERY - and NO ONE in the ADVENTIST WORLD to CALL THEM TO ACCOUNT - ???

THIS IS: "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE - ???" GETTING VERY PERSONAL - YOU AGREE WITH THIS - ??? Or is this the END RESULT of the "AWAKENING" - "LOVE UNLIMITED!" NO LIMIT TO THE "LOVE" OF GOD - ??? OR WILSON AND HAL LINDSEY: "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" And a DOZEN IDIOTS ECHOING THAT FUNERAL DIRGE - !!!

PREDICTION - !!!

"THIS DELUSION WILL SPREAD, and we shall have to contend with it "FACE TO FACE!" and unless we are PREPARED for it, we shall be ENSNARED and OVERCOME!" EW 262. "It seemed THE WHOLE WORLD was on board, that there could not be ONE LEFT!" Said the Angel: "They are BINDING in BUNDLES to BURN!"...they are given over to STRONG DELUSIONS, to believe a LIE, that they "MAY-BE-DAMNED!"...I asked the Angel if there were NONE LEFT. He bade me look in an OPPOSITE DIRECTION, and I saw a "LITTLE COMPANY!" traveling, a "NARROW PATHWAY!" All seemed firmly UNITED, bound together by the TRUTH..."THE THIRD ANGEL IS BINDING, OR SEALING THEM IN BUNDLES FOR THE HEAVENLY GARNER." THIS LITTLE COMPANY...to DISCOVER THE SNAKE. THIS is EVIDENCE...if there were no other; namely, that there is "NO DIFFERENCE" made between the PRECIOUS and the VILE. THOMAS PAINE...represented by SATAN as being in HEAVEN... There is "NO DIFFERENCE" MADE...Thus the WORLD (and the Adventist Church!) is taken in the SNARE, and LULLED into a FEELING OF SECURITY, not to find out their DECEPTION until the SEVEN LAST PLAGUES...!

EW 88 to 92.

DO WE HAVE TO WAIT TILL THE 7 LAST PLAGUES -

before we find out where ADVENTISM is LEADING US - ??? A FEW will ACKNOWLEDGE the TRUTH - that is all that we expect. We will leave them to GLORY in "CHURCH-GROWTH!" and FILL their OVER-SIZED CHURCHES with the MIRACLES they will be able to perform when SEALED ON THE WRONG SIDE - !!! SM 2:58,53-4. "...will bring SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS TO THE TEST!" SM 2:53.
THE DUMB ADVENTIST

BROTHER HOEHN - !!! Don't you know that is NOT a very DIPLOMATIC way of opening an article! There is such a thing as "ETHICS" - "FIRSTLINGS!" - "SECONDLINGS!" EASE into a subject.

YES! I KNOW THAT - BUT I ALSO KNOW -

That JAMES was not very DIPLOMATIC when he said (in his opening remarks) "Ye ADULTERERS and ADULTERESSSES, know ye not that the "FRIENDSHIP" of the WORLD - is ENMITY with GOD?" James 4:4.

HE SAID A LITTLE MORE:

"...WHOSOEVER therefore WILL BE (WANTS TO BE!) a "FRIEND" of the World "IS" the ENEMY-OF-GOD!...PURIFY your HEARTS, ye DOUBLE-MINDED!" James 4:4,8.

LUTHER ARRESTED THE WHOLE OF EUROPE -

when he called the CATHOLIC-LOVING KING OF ENGLAND - a "BRAYING JACK-ASS!" FEW seem to know that this STARTED the "PROTESTANT REFORMATION!" People were HORRIFIED that he would use such "LANGUAGE" to a KING! LOOKED for him to be ASSASSINATED in short order.

WHEN THIS DID NOT HAPPEN -

(A) It gave OTHERS COURAGE to say THE SAME THING! This WAS a "BRAYING JACK-ASS!"

(B) It took NO BRAINS AT ALL to just go along with the STATUS QUO.

(C) It gave some a bit of BACK-BONE to not just GO ALONG with the "ESTABLISHMENT!"

(D) If the "ESTABLISHMENT!" had gone TOO FAR - !!!

(E) WOULD that we had "MEN" like that today! Like ELIJAH-MOSES-ISAIAH-EZEKIEL-and ALL THE REST - !!! GC 142. 1884 GC 214,118,115.
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CHRIST HIMSELF USED THAT DIRECT APPROACH

rather than beating around the bush - "O GENERATION OFVIPERS...!" Matthew 12:34. "YE SERPENTS...!" "Can the BLIND
lead the BLIND? shall they not BOTH fall into the DITCH?"

WE CANNOT CEASE FROM WONDERING:

How some will DOCUMENT that the LEADERSHIP is BLIND -
DEAF - and DUMB - but we are to follow them ANYWAY - !!!
Not only THAT - but PAY THEIR WAGES so they can KEEP ON
being BLIND LEADERS of the BLIND LAODICEANS - !!! A MAJOR
SIN! It is NOTHING ELSE but a SIN - !!!

THE FIRST CHAPTER OF "GREAT CONTROVERSY" -

takes up the SIN of the "WOE! WOE! WOE!" creature who went
around for "7 YEARS" with his "WOE! WOE! WOE!" message
who did not know WHERE or WHEN the "WOE!" was coming
FROM - or what to DO about it - !!! Just "WOE! WOE! WOE!"

NO "CHRISTIAN" DIED IN THE SIEGE -

because NO CHRISTIAN was IN the "UNHOLY CITY!" but had
FLED at the "SIGN!" of when to FLEE! "NOT ONE CHRISTIAN
PERISHED...!!!" 1884 GC 32. GC 30. But this "STRANGE
CREATURE" PERISHED! Because he had "FAITH ALONE!" and
no "ACTION!" He did not obey: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
And I doubt if it will help now to CHANGE THE BOOKS instead
of READING that "HIS PEOPLE!" should "FLEE!" at certain
"SIGNS!"

THE DUMB ADVENTIST IS TOLD BY HIS DUMB LEADERS -

who CHANGED the Books - when "HIS PEOPLE!" are to "FLEE!"
if they know what is good for them! 1884 GC 38. The TEXT is
CHANGED to read that "THE WORLD!" is to "FLEE!" from the
"WRATH TO COME!" Your GC 37. You do not need to ask any "FROOM!" what this MEANS - your BRAINS (WE HOPE!) are in WORKING ORDER and the ONLY QUESTION REMAINING IS - WHY did they CHANGE IT - ??? "IDIOTS!" of course will "NOT BE RESPONSIBLE!" MM 289. But if you cannot HIDE behind being an "IDIOT!" - you will be! And if you go by the IDIOTS THAT CHANGED THE WRITINGS - you will find in the FINAL "JUDGMENT!" you stand ALONE! NO IDIOT LIKE FORD will be there to tell you there was no "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" But the RECORD READS you will be: "SPEECHLESS!" in that Hour! Why didn't you believe what was "WRITTEN?" You are reading it "NOW!" Have to be REALLY "DUMB!" if you believe there is no "JUDGMENT!"

THAT IS WHY THE "NO JUDGMENT!" ARGUMENT

is listed under "SPIRITUALISM!" "WHERE is the God of "JUDGMENT?" GC 557. "NOTHING can arouse their FEARS!"
1884 GC 378. "SAITH the LORD GOD; "JUDGMENT also will I lay to the LINE...and the HAIL shall sweep away the REFUGE OF LIES...!!!" 1884 GC 1379. GC 562. T6:410.

THE WARNING TO THE "WOE! WOE! WOE!" CREATURES

OF TODAY and those who are NEUTRAL but keep on FEEDING them GOD'S TITHE and expect a "WELL DONE!" (BUT INSTEAD:)
"As there are "WOES!" for those who preach the TRUTH while they are UNSANCTIFIED in heart and life, so there are "WOES!" for those who RECEIVE and MAINTAIN the UNSANCTIFIED... (to) MINISTER in SACRED THINGS, they will...LEAD ASTRAY!" T2:552.

"In this fearful time, JUST BEFORE Christ is to come the SECOND TIME, God's faithful PREACHERS will have to bear a STILL MORE POINTED TESTIMONY than was borne by JOHN-THE-BAPTIST...and those who speak SMOOTH THINGS, God will NOT ACKNOWLEDGE as His "SHEPHERDS!" A FEARFUL "WOE!" is upon THEM!" T1:321.

THE ANSWER IS PLAIN;
Like the "WOE! WOE! WOE!" CREATURES in the DESTRUCTION of JERUSALEM - "...if they SLEEP a little LONGER...their DESTRUCTION is CERTAIN!" T1"263. (READ ON!)

BELLY-ACHE THAT WE ARE NOT DOING IT RIGHT!

But what are you DOING - ??? Is your MEANS going to call people "OUT!" or with: "SATAN...TRYING HIS EVERY ART to HOLD them WHERE-THEY-WERE, until the "SEALING!" was PAST, until the COVERING was drawn over God's people, and they "LEFT!" without a SHELTER from the BURNING WRATH OF GOD, in the "7 LAST PLAGUES!" EW 44. (Yes! Then I dare say - MAN or WOMAN - you will learn SOMETHING about "LANGUAGE" "The MULTITUDES are filled with FURY! "WE ARE LOST!" they cry, "and YOU are the CAUSE of our "RUIN!" and they turn upon the FALSE WATCHMEN. The VERY ONES that once ADMIRE THEM MOST, will PRONOUNCE the most dreadful CURSES!" upon them. The SWORDS which were to SLAY "GOD'S PEOPLE!" are now employed to DESTROY THEIR ENEMIES! EVERYWHERE there is STRIFE and BLOODSHED!" 1884 GC 472-3. "There are NONE to PITY or to SPARE!" GC 656. (YES, ADVENTIST! will you now UNDERSTAND BETTER why we started out - "THE DUMB ADVENTIST!"

REALLY "DUMB!"

You think - (perhaps!) - that we have NO AUTHORITY to call them: "DUMB!" We did NOT "INITIATE" the WORD or CLASSIFICATION of the WORD: "DUMB!" And if you hang on a bit more - you will see "WHY!" You might be SURPRISED if we find MORE than ONE REFERENCE where they are called: "DUMB!" As well as: "ROTten!" But we will settle for the ONE REFERENCE:

T5:211

(1) THE PAGE BEFORE tells you WHY they are 'DUMB!' because:
(2) "DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are IN-THE-CHURCH!" T5:210.
(3) It tells you WHEN "THE CHURCH!" is so "ROTten!" T8:250. TM 446.
(4) BOTH REFERENCES tell us this is in the "SEALING" TIME.
(5) And why the "ROTTEN" - "FORNICATING" PREACHERS will NOT be "SEALED!"
(6) Although he is the LOUDEST to claim he is "SAVED - HOLY - SINLESS!"
(7) FOLKENBERG and FORD united with the DEVIL - like KD&A their ONE SURE-FIRE "DOCTRINE!" - "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" - "THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY! - EVERY ONE OF THEM!" In that CLIMATE they want NO "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!"
(8) NO ONE TOLD THEM that it is under "SPIRITUALISM!" that: "EACH MIND will JUDGE ITSELF and NOT ANOTHER!" "THE JUDGMENT will be RIGHT - because it is the JUDGMENT - OF - SELF...THE THRONE IS WITHIN YOU!" GC 554.
(9) There NEVER WAS a greater CULT of "PHARISEES!" than this. And mind you - THIS is in the LAST MOMENT OF TIME! That the "INDEPENDENT" MINISTRIES are to JOIN with them in their DECLARATION of "ULTRA-HOLINESS!" (And they DO!)
(10) In fact it seems "THE WHOLE WORLD!" will CLAMOR to get on the "DEVIL'S TRAIN!" that there COULD NOT BE "ONE LEFT!" that did not go along with THEM!" EW 88,263.

________________________________________________________

BUT THEN THERE IS SOMETHING ELSE:

PREDICTED for this EVIL GENERATION: "HERE WE SEE THAT "THE CHURCH"...was the FIRST TO FEEL the STROKE of the "WRATH!" of God!" (No, I don't think that either FORD or FOLKENBERG is liable to tell you "THAT!" It would not be their STYLE! It would not be good "PSYCHOLOGY!" They would not win very many "SILLY WOMEN!" nor very many "POCKET BOOKS!" - if they told the TRUTH for a CHANGE! And they would not be such POPULAR LEADERS if they had an UNCOMMON ATTACK of "HONESTY!")

SO THERE WE COME TO THE CARICATURE

AS PAINTED BY THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" of these "DUMB DOGS!" that "WOULD NOT BARK!" (NO WAY!) And their
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FATE - ??? "...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211, and as we went to the PAGE BEFORE to get the SETTING - so we should keep on to the NEXT PAGE: "Those who have been REGARDED..." (OH! YES! They made SURE of THAT*)

"REGARDED AS WORTHY AND RIGHTEOUS!"

"PROVE to be "RING-LEADERS" in APOSTASY and EXAMPLES in "INDIFFERENCE!"...(NO! I am SURE they would NEVER tell you THAT!" Not over their "DEAD BODY!" ("RING-LEADER" - WEBSTER: I always THOUGHT that would be a "RINGMASTER" that CRACKS the WHIP in a CIRCUS - that puts the ELEPHANTS - HORSES - through their PACES (not to forget the CLOWNS and the GIRLIES!) but, NO! it would be more like "LEADERS!" in a "RIOT!" or in a "REVOLT!" - a much more SINISTER MEANING!)

ADVENTIST CHURCH-LEADERS WOULD BE "RING-LEADERS!"

in "APOSTASY!!" Even in the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" as FAR as they can go in "OPPOSED TO "LAW!" FLAUNT their OPEN REBELLION in the FACE-OF-GOD! NO WONDER then - that He: "DEALS WITH THEM WITHOUT MERCY!" T5:212. And, of course - it tells you that - RIGHT THERE! "They were ONCE His FAITHFUL SERVANTS!"...but they DEPARTED FROM HIM and led OTHERS...EATING and DRINKING with the DRUNKEN...(Little ADVENTIST NURSES stirring the BOOZE for "ARMY OFFICERS" who in no way will be without their TIPPLE - and the LEADERS KNEW that when they "GAVE" the ARMY - a BRIBE of $500,000.00 of "PRIME LAND!" to get the "VETERANS ADMINIS- TRATION COMPLEX!" so no one else would get it! To be SURE to put 75% of OUTSIDE PERSONNEL to WORK - take ALL the RESOURCES OF THE CHURCH to keep those "WHITE ELEPHANTS" OPERATING!)

INJECTION OF "MONKEY-STEW" FOR "POLIO!"

"SICK HORSE-HOCK GREASE!" or some other DAMNABLE CONCOCTION to lead the WORLD in one ABOMINATION after the other - EASTERN and X-MASS THEATRICAL PAGEANTS - end up with CHEAP "CELEBRATION!" CARNIVALS with JUNGLE DRUM BEAT as PREDICTED in more or less 100 PAGES of the two 'SELECTED MESSAGES" BOOKS! "OMEGA!" "HOLY FLESH!" "SINLESS!" "I AM SAVED!" WHOOPIE! PASS THE WOMEN!
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(You haven't heard ANYTHING yet!) Even "HOEHN!" can hardly BELIEVE IT - !!! Toss CAR KEYS on a TABLE - for the WOMEN to take their PICK to see which CAR she will go "HOME!" with! LOOK UP THE RECORD OF RELIGION! "ANCIENT ISRAEL!" DID THE SAME! "AROUND ONE TREE IN THE MIDST!" Or did no one tell you that was what "ELIJAH" OPPOSED in JEZEBEL and her "PRIESTS OF THE GROVES!" He knew how to take care of them!

COMING BACK TO T5:210 to 214:

THE END OF IT ALL - !!! Just a few words: "THESE DUMB DOGS...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. THE CONTEXT IS PLAIN: those who stay with the "DUMB DOG" CHURCH: "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" Now we might say: "NO!" that is IMPOSSIBLE! There are SOME there that will be "SAVED!" They will not: "ALL PERISH!" Again we say: Study: "TIME - PLACE - CIRCUMSTANCES!"

(1) This is speaking of the "SEALING TIME!"
(2) In which a "MARK!" is placed on those given to the "SLAUGHTER!"
(3) And URIAH SMITH (LAODICEAN TRADITION!) has it that REMAIN through Thick and Thin - their "SALVATION" is CERTAIN! Well, what if the OPPOSITE is "CERTAIN!"
(4) Or was T5:211 written IN VAIN - ??? For it READS that if you STAY THERE - your DOOM is CERTAIN! NO HOPE WHATEVER!
(5) Were you not TOLD what to do - at certain "SIGNS!" FLEE FOR YOUR LIFE! NO PRESUMPTUOUS "DALLYING!" 1884 GC 38. But if you must go by the CHANGED BOOKS - "THE WORLD!" is to "FLEE!" GC 37. Then you must pay the price - "DEATH!" T5:211.

IT ALL FITS - !!! NOT ONE THAT "FLEES!"

WILL LOSE HIS LIFE! If you MUST LISTEN TO THE "STANDISH CONSORTIUM!" you must DIE the DEATH of the "UNBELIEVERS!" God DID NOT tell you to do anything else but: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" You need no FALSE PROPHETS to do anything else
but "OBEY!" And do not expect a GREAT MOVEMENT because it is also written: "FEW!" will OBEY! T5:217. "FEW!" - this will be OUR TEST!" T5:136. "FEW!" (TWICE on this page!) T5:82. You MUST HAVE FROM HOUTEFF-"INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES!" (Where did you get THAT IDEA - ???) "THE ENEMY OF SOULS has sought to bring in the SUPPOSITION (ONLY A CHEAP "SUPPOSITION!") that a "GREAT REFORMATION!" was to take place among "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" SM 1:204. B2:54.

IT WORKS LIKE THIS:

URIAH SMITH - HOUTEFF - STANDISH - SPEARS - GROTHEER - DREAM (and FOOL OTHERS!) with the FATAL LULLABYE that as CHURCH AFFAIRS WIND UP - those IN THAT CHURCH - will ALL be "SEAL!!" 144,000! THIS IS FOR SURE! NO QUESTION! Then what does this mean: "ARE WE HOPING TO SEE THE WHOLE CHURCH REVIVED - ???. THAT "TIME!! WILL NEVER COME!" SM 1:122. "We must no longer REMAIN upon the ENCHANTED GROUND - !!!" SM 1:135. "...THOSE WHO ARE "LUKEWARM!! WILL CONTINUE to grow more ABHORRENT to the Lord, until He will REFUSE to acknowledge them as "HIS CHILDREN!!" SM 1:128. "...and WITH THE SHIP THEY SANK TO RISE NO MORE!!" SM 2:128. "...AT MIDNIGHT...ONLY TO SEE WITH HORROR THEIR HOPELESS CONDITION, and with the ship - sank to RISE NO MORE!!" (SAME - the END of the WILL ROSS DREAM) "...to RISE NO MORE!!"

DO YOU REALLY NEED 100 MORE REFERENCES - ???

 FIND THEM - IT IS NOT HARD TO FIND THEM - !!!

THE SPECTACLE THAT WE SEE:

We see a "CHURCH!!" in the DAYS of ELLEN WHITE - SLOWLY DETERIORATING until the OPEN REBELLION of 1888. Until
they reached what she called: "THE ALPHA OF APOSTASY" in 1903 when JONES and WAGgoner signed over to Kellogg and "LIVING TEMPLE" and stayed with it till the day they died! And then have some FALSE PROPHET "Froom!" tell us they NEVER FELL! He also PREPARED the CHURCH for the GLORIOUS "LOUD CRY" that NEVER MATERIALIZED in his "MISSION-KEY '73" where he GURGLED HIS LAST and DIED of a BROKEN HEART - instead of "STONING!" a FALSE PROPHET we still HONOR - ANYTHING HE EVER SAID - ???. He put out MILLIONS that did not go along with HIM! 25% of the Church every 10 YEARS! 2 MILLION under the FIGHER-PIERSON- WILSON ADMINISTRATIONS - all the while bringing in 75% OUTRIGHT BABYLONIANS in the MEDICAL PERSONNEL - CHRIST-MASS, EASTER SUNDAY, "I AM SAVED!" - DROPPING one BANNER after the other while STILL CALLING THEMSELVES: "Seventh-day Adventists!" NEVER ONCE giving up ANY "ABOMINATION!" Merely PILING one "OMEGA!" on top of another -

AND THEN THE FINAL INDIGNITY -

setting forth this MOTLEY CREW as the "ONLY" people that God has left to give "THE LOUD CRY!" And the "ROSENVOLDS" and the "STANDISHES" and altogether too many other "BUMS!" pointing to "THEMSELVES!" as the "ONLY PEOPLE!" God has LEFT to give the "LAST MESSAGE!" Enough to make a HORSE VOMIT - !!!

IN FACE OF WHAT THE PROPHET WROTE -

regarding the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" WE CAN PROVE THAT:

(A) NO SINS will be FORGIVEN for anyone HOLDING MEMBERSHIP in the COMMUNE!
(B) FOR IT IS WRITTEN that a BRAND NEW "MOVEMENT!" will "COME!" 1884 GC 296. GC 464.
(C) That SATAN will seek to "PREVENT!" it by introducing not "A" COUNTERFEIT!
(D) BUT "MANY" COUNTERFEITS with the COUNTERFEIT (BABYLON) DOCTRINES LISTED AND CATALOGUED IN THE SAME CHAPTER - GC 471 TO 473. Which NOT ONE WRITER in CHURCH or AWAKENING or INDEPENDENTS will TOUCH with a 10-foot POLE - !!! Because they believe THE SAME THING!
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(E) But FEW have caught on yet - that "THEY!" are the "OMEGA!" and the "COUNTERFEIT!"

(F) And our COMMISSION is to: "MEET IT!" Not to go ALONG with it! Not even to "LISTEN!"

(G) "NO LONGER CONSENT TO LISTEN - without PROTEST to the PERVERSION OF TRUTH! UNMASK the PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES!" SM 1:196. B2:15. But they will "LISTEN!" ANYWAY!

(H) But will REFUSE to "LISTEN!" to the "LORD'S MESSENGERS!" REFUSE to "EMBRACE" the precious "TRUTH!" But instead "SLANDER!" (OH! Are they EXPERTS at THAT!?) "SLANDER!" those proclaim it. All this in EW 69 and 70.

(I) CERTAINLY will not bring "OUT!" the Lord's "JEWELS!" EW 70. Nor get them READY for the "SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD!" EW 71.

(J) But they ADD to the DIN: "...TO HOLD THEM WHERE THEY WERE, until the "SEALING!" was PAST...and they "LEFT!" without a SHELTER from the ("UNCONDITIONAL LOVE?") from the "BURNING WRATH!" of God, in the "7 LAST PLAGUES!" EW 44.

YES! WHEN IT HAPPENS!

And they are led to "BOW!" at the FEET OF THE SAINTS! They will THEN AGREE that they were MIGHTY "DUMB ADVENTISTS!" "THAT WOULD NOT BARK!" "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211.

THEN they will HUNT these DUMB as a DODO IMBECILE "ADVENTIST PREACHERS!" and SMASH them INTO THE GROUND! EW 282. GC 656. While "CURSING!" them a BLUE STREAK! GC 656. Rather than do it "NOW!" "SHOW THEM ALL THEIR "ABOMINATIONS!" "...REVEALING the NET of FALSE THEORIES, RELIGIONS, and PHILOSOPHIES...By thus DOING THE WORD OF GOD, we shall be "LIGHTS!" IN THE WORLD!" TM 282.

AS WE WATCH THE DEVELOPING SAGA —

of a Church going into the final throes of the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" And some, so fed up with LAWSUITS and
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ABORTIONS and 2,000 to 2,500 ADVENTISTS collecting $9,000.00 each to JOIN in the GULF WAR — and the INTERESTING STATISTICS of about THAT SAME NUMBER from the ranks of the AMERICANS — coming back MENTAL and how many of THEM ending up in the LLU COMPLEX to be attended to by little ADVENTIST NURSES as well as the HOMOS they have VOLUNTEERED to take in — the question of SEVERING ALL CONNECTIONS that that ROTTEN CHURCH once again comes to the FORE...

AND ONCE AGAIN THE EVER-GROWING STANDISH CONSORTIUM —

ENLISTS such as the "ROSENVOLDS" to be FEATURED in "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" Vol. 5, No. 9. (ON THE FRONT COVER A GIRL WITH A LAMB OVER HER SHOULDERS) "HOPE INTERNATIONAL" POB 940, EATONVILLE, WA 98328. (NO WAY that they would EVER GIVE OUR ADDRESS!)

FOR THE ROSENVOLDS LEAD THE WORLD IN STAYING BY THAT CHURCH!
AND WE LEAD THE WORLD IN CALLING FOR SEPARATION!
NEITHER ONE WILL GIVE IN — NO WAY — !!!

So it is more than INTERESTING to see the ARGUMENTS and INTERPRETATIONS the ROSENVOLDS USE to MESMERIZE THEMSELVES and OTHERS to hold to their "ONE-IDEA MONOMANIASM!"

WE CAN JUST IMAGINE THE 2 OF THEM:

"NO, we better not use THAT REFERENCE — it will not help our side any!" "Well! We can use THAT ONE if we CUT IT OFF at the RIGHT POINT!" "That one is a bit IFFY!" "OH! WE BETTER STEER CLEAR of "THAT ONE!"
And then at the RIGHT INTERVALS — come CRASHING DOWN with an ABSOLUTE "POSITIVE BLAST!" — "IT WOULD BE FOLLY FOR US..." "DARE ANY OF US TRY TO..." "CHRIST CONTINUED TO ATTEND CHURCH SERVICES EVEN THOUGH..." "WE FIND NO SUPPORT WHATEVER (TO)... LEAVE THE CHURCH!" "GOD WILL DO THE SEPARATING...!"

AND THEN, OF COURSE — THERE IS AN ABSOLUTE "TIME!"
If any "SEPARETING" is to be done - do it when the "SUNDAY LAW" is "ENFORCED!" This, of course - will convince MILLIONS! They are dealing here with the coming "CRISIS!" We have our work cut out for us - are we to write a 114-page BOOK and spend YEARS-TO-REPLY - ??? A FOOL CAN SILENCE THE SIMPLE and CONFOUND THE WISE - with a few REMARKS. We may have to use the SCOTTISH METHOD - REPLY to a QUESTION - by ASKING A QUESTION - !!!

THEY SALLY FORTH WITH ONE WEAKNESS:

THEY FAIL TO ACKNOWLEDGE OR CONSIDER THAT THE BOOKS HAVE BEEN CHANGED - !!! THEY WILL ALSO DRAW INTO THEIR SHELL - REFUSE TO REPLY TO A DIRECT CHALLENGE - !!! They are the LORD SUPERIOR "HE-HAWS!" that it would be beneath their DIGNITY to notice us AT ALL - !!! WE ARE "DIRT!" They have the BACKING of ESTABLISHMENT and INDEPENDENTS!

WHEN WAS THE MAJORITY EVER RIGHT - ???

LUTHER SAID - THEY OUGHT TO FEAR JUST BECAUSE WE ARE "ALONE!" (IN THE CONTEXT OF GC 142-4,395.0

STANDISH MUST BE SURE NO ONE WILL REPLY TO

THESE SUPER PSYCHOLOGISTS WHO HAVE BEEN SHARPENING THEIR TOOLS FOR MANY A YEAR! And it may take SOMETHING to tarnish their HALO! Or knock their "POPE'S HAT" ASKEW! WELL, LET US TRY:

OUR FIRST QUESTION: WHAT IS "THE CHURCH"?

IS THERE ONLY ONE? DO WE HAVE TO ACCEPT THAT PREMISE?

THE ADVENTIST MINISTRY IS GOOD AT HAULING OUT TM 15 but TM 16 ALSO has a "CHURCH!" even 2 TIMES! as well as being a "SYNAGOGUE!" And so we find in Rev. 3:7-12 that SR. WHITE SAID OVER and OVER AGAIN to "READ!" "TWO CHURCHES!" And the ROSENOVOLDS are JUST CLEVER ENOUGH to keep HARPing on that FACT - but do they APPLY IT RIGHT - ??? We shall see if they have a leg to stand on!
THERE ARE A LOT OF THINGS EACH ONE OF US HAS TO LEARN

In the School of HARD-KNOCKS. A BABY has to LEARN. A HORSE has to LEARN - has to LEARN to OBEY - or pay the Price. LEARN from our MISTAKES. Yes - we DO SIN and REPENT - does the SNEERER not do the SAME - ??? Only he leaves out the "REPENTING" part - he thinks he has it MADE! But the Lord Himself says - "...AFTER A LIFETIME!" MATT. 23:24 to 38. MH 452-5. T5:500.

THEREFORE it is not an ACT - but a PROCESS

We do not deny the "DAILY" need to learn something New - "EVERY DAY!" "ONE DAY alone is given you - make the most of it!" "SUFFICIENT unto the DAY is the EVIL thereof." "FRET not thyself because of TOMORROW." ("TOMORROW NEVER COMES.")

THE CRISIS - so with that we grind up to the "CRISIS!"

AND THEN IT WILL BE SEEN - "THE DIFFERENCE!" The one "WORKED" at it - and BOTH of them will be "REWARDED as their WORKS have been." ONE WORKED AT IT. LEARNED how to IMPROVE. Made mistakes. BAD MISTAKES. Said what he ought not to have said. Thought what he ought not to have thought. But each time, perhaps UNKNOWN to anyone else - he felt PAIN in the HEART and RESOLVED to do BETTER. A LIFETIME is before him to do it. BUT IF IN THE LAST MOMENT OF TIME - the Lord hurries it up - brings things to a Head - ADDS A DOUBLE PORTION OF HIS SPIRIT - HIS RESOLVE FIRMER - whereas the other Brother - the "NEUTRAL" one - the EXACT WORDS are there in the "SHAKING" TIME in the "SHAKING CHAPTER." Three Fatal Words: "CARELESS" - "INDIFFERENT" and made "NO EFFORT!" That was the RUIN of SATAN - when his "CRISIS" came - "HIS FAILURE TO MAKE AN EFFORT." 1884 GC 484-486. GC 669,670. T4:493. Just WHO or WHAT was it that caused the self-confessed "AWAKENING!" to make: "NO EFFORT - ???" T1:180-1.

AND FOLLOW THE DEVIL TO PERDITION - !!!
WHEN! THINGS WERE SURE LOOKING BAD, THE COLD WAR ENDING, PEACE BREAKING OUT ALL OVER—PEOPLE WERE ACTUALLY TALKING ABOUT CUTTING DEFENSE BUDGETS!

THANK HEAVENS, ALL THINGS MUST PASS

TO HELP THE PERMANENT UNDERCLASS, WE'RE BUILDING MORE LOW-INCOME HOUSING.

PUBLICACIÓN NO. 683